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same

prepare the

MAN WHO PULLED GEN.
JACKSON’S NOSE.”

Robert B. Randolph, formerly a lieutenant
in the United States Navy, and a cousin of
the eccentric John Randolph of Roanoke,
died last week in Washington. A Washington correspondent of the New York Sun gives,

t/ONDH TED BY PUTNAM S1MOKTON.
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“THE

to Dr. Putnam Simonton, Searsport. who
same for publication, it of sufficient lm-

lance,
-■_

ruit trees-best kinds for this locality.
and destructive man tnose of ancient Egypt;—as
bung in a previous So. spoken of t lie proper witness the failure of t lie Frankfort and Shipbuild-;
il iti,>n of the ground. ami ilie right method of
ers Banks in our midst, and the eoindlc-s Bonds j

j

this account of him:—
Two hundred and iitty-six years ago, this
month, Pocahontas, daughter of Powhatan,
was married to John Rolfe, at Jamestown,
V a. She died in England, in March, four
years after her marriage, leaving one son,
who returni 1 to Virginia to n side, and tin a
lelt descendants, among whom was John Kan
dolph, ol Roanoke. Robert It. llaudolpli,
cousin of John, died at bis p-snletiee on the
corner of
Four-anil-a-half ami C streets,
Washington, on the morning ol the guli iust.,
at the age of seventy-eight, and was buried
yesterday. He was the man who hreaked l/n
nose of Andrew Jackson, Old Hickory being
then President of the United Stab's.
If you search your own city, you may lie
able to find the author of this trouble between
Jackson and Randolph—trouble which had
owed the life of the latter from early manhood to the tomb. You will remember I hat
a very few years since a person named Kmiganini, 1 think, eloped from New York with
the property and niece of his wYe, whom lie
had then recently married ; and that the for
saken wife was once the wife of (fen. Eaton,
Secretary of War to Gen. Jackson: and prior
to that the wife of one Tim her In In
who died
a purser in'he United States
Navy On the
death of Tanberlake. Randolph, who was
then a lieutenant in the navy, was appointed
to act temporarily as purser in his place
lie
found his accounts in a mixed condition, and
a
deficiency existing agamsl him. Kef ire he

you know that you could have the house in
MY NEWSPAPER.
tering niy condition, and that “gathering in12th street for a thousand dollars a year. I
Who can estimate the value of a newspa- formation ol‘ current events by intercourse
suppose you are aware that the property be- per? Mo one, until lie has lost it—until the with others" was a very unreliable source.
If any woman of ns all.
ic "id trees in general, lei us now consider
longs to me P
stolen everywhere.
pleasant periodical visits, like the face of a Every one gave a coloring peculiarly his own,
If any woman of the street,
Mr. Kartwyn bowed low, delighted with
! 1 lie hest kind- for cultivation.
No.
a
futur*dear friend, bringing such a fund of wit, and every one needs read for himself to have
in
Ornamental trees
Before jhe Lord should pause and fall
the “bargain" lie was about to secure.
a correct idea of what is going on around
Taken in all its aspects, no fruit
tit Aiti.k.
news and general
And with her long hair wipe his feet—
intelligence that it is always him.
“And now drive to McAlister's carpet
with
a
ips exceed- Ihi-; none certainly more renowii- THE POTATO-BEST KINDS AND PROPER
withare
greeted
welcome,
we
with
hearts
hearty
whom
love,
He,
yearning
store,” said Mrs. Haven.
Besides this, my business from dull become
CULTIVATION FOR THIS COUNTY.
drawn. it is in one sense, the light of the
hi-tory;—for the forhiddeu fruit of Eden, and
And fain would see with human eyes
She walked in 'with eool, self-possession.
As shown in a previous article, so important to
Around our living pathway move.
world—without which the mental universe duller, and eventually dullest; while inyneighIbi fruit of Hesperus, guarded hy a sleep“Mr. Ha\ en lias concluded to take the butt'I would be as much in
And underneath our daily skies—
darkness as the terrestri bor across the way, with no better qualificadragon, were apples according to old legends, both producers and consumers do we esteem the
she said.
oil-cloth,'1
tions or faculties than myself seemed to lie doal world without the sun.
and
of
the
heavens
earth.
The maker
while it i- the child of the temperate zones potato, that we have spent much time in studying
Mr. McAlister stared but he entered tin1 orThe Lord of life, the Lord of death,
There are books, it is true, good, wise, in- ing a thriving business. Could it be because
its nature and the conditions, of its growth, and in
\ where, there is no place where it seems so
der in bis books.
Tn whom the universe had hirtli.
structive and entertaining; but they do not he advertized in the local paper—that which
home, " litre it attains to so much exeel- consulting numerous intelligent persons of large
But breathing of our breath one breath—
“I will send it round immediately, ma’am." tell us what we
want to know of passing! nobody took 1 lie trouble to read? Doubtful.
kinds,
to
the
best
■i- in the middle and
in
its
as
northern portions of the experience
proper
culture,
“Now for the tailor,” thought. Mary.
If any woman of the street
customer
or direct us to the best
events,
places of bus-1 One day 1 met an old friend and
io'd States.
dressing, mode of cultivation, &»\
Should kneel, and with the lifted mesh
and Scissors” had an elegant estate-: iness. Neither do
“Snip
inform
us who of our I whom 1 had often wondered what had bethey
(W' her long tresses wipe his feet.
Nui. \xt> Situation.
The apple will grow on
And the lirst discovery we have made is that all
lishment on a side street, just out of Broad- friends are
passing away or getting married, come of him, as well as some others of his
And with her kisses kiss their flesh—
>■' -i
val id) ut >oil>;
but on very dry or very these potato doctors disagree on these subjects with
way. Mary calmly walked np to the counter. or who has sailed for the Eastern Continent, neighbors, who were once good paying custoHow round that woman would we throng,
t a -t i l-un does weli.
“Mr. Haven’s bill, receipted, if you please.” or who lias returned from a tour
A deep, strong, gravedy as much zeal and warmth as Divinity and Medical
thither, etc. mers of mine.
JIow willingly would clasp her hands
The tailor presents the document, which
“How sre you ?” said lie, giving me his
clayey loam, it weli drained, is perhaps the best; doctors do on theirs; some, recommending one kind
1 did not think of this until 1 had formed
Fresh
from
that
touch
and
divine,
long
1
was
promptly paid.
\m-Kiifw an oreliard in Prospect which pro* and mode of treatment as the very best, others some
the foolish resolve not to take the paper and hand. “How do you prosper** doing down
To gather tip the twice-blest strand!
“Where now, ma’am?" said the driver.
abundantly the best Baldwins we have ever exactly the opposite. And from the large survey
other year. The pressure of the times was hill, eh?”
How eagerly with her would change
“Mr. Jordan’s Real Estate Agency, opposite
“I hope not,” I replied, with a taint smile,
n raised in Maine, where the
projecting elny- we have made we have discovered facts and princisevere, business doll, my family expensive,
Our idle innocence, not heed
-street."
“Well, 1 see you have stopped advertising,
i. rocks yielded scarcely soil
and it reaaly seemed necessary to retrench
Her shameful memories and strange,
enough to hold the ples enough to enable us to say, we think, that both
“Ah, Mrs. Haven, P it you ?" said the agent, somewhere to make both ends meet at the end | and I supposed you had closed out or smashCould we hut also claim that deed.
in place.
Tf you have a spot where either and all are right, however contradictory their statecheerfully. “What can I do to serve you this of the year. So 1 thought as 1 sat alone one ed up; and, as I am usually in a hurry when
oiite or limestone prevails, there is the place for ments and view>,—all these differences arising from j
I come
town. 1 go where they advertise to
morning ?”
TURNING THE TABLES.
• orchard.
The situation is of some account; for different conditions herein to he pointed out.
evening, in dressing gown and slippers, with do workto well
thanks,” said Mary, graciously.
and promptly. This is why 1
“Nothing,
feet
the
fender.
I
had
last
too warm a southern exposure, in warm
my
paKini»s. The Sehec, the Jackson or Orono, the !
Breakfast had just been cleared away, and
days the
I came round to tell you that my husband my in upon
have not seen you lately. Hood by, sir. if
my hand, which f perused with a greatper
utcr part of winter the sap will start, which, freez- Foole and the Goodrich arc the ones, and in the the little sitting-room was very bright and lias
better
of
the
Central
He
Park lot.
thought
er degree of interest than ever before; it may you nrc still in tin: business, let us see your
cheerful in the yellow flood of the April sun- will not take half.”
-cj.:,rates the bark and kills the tree. If too order just named, which the numerous cultivators
had a chance.to settle his accounts Mr
f. becard, and know what you arc doing.”
be because I resolved to part with it.
There were pots of purple-blossomed
“All right,” said Jordan. -Smythe and Par[■thern an aspect, the wood does not ripen and so We have consulted recommend as the tnn- thing for shine.
I began to think better of advertising than came tiu> wile of Gen. Eaton. .Secretary ot
“I tell you,” said I to my wife, “it won't
It too high an elevation, they are
this region. And we have discovered this in our violets in the window-seat, and a blue-ribbon- ker are only waiting for the chance.
he r-kilK
I’ll let
do; we must curtail our expenses; and I will I did before, and on my way homo 1 gave the War, who was also surety for her former dm
ed guitar lying on the sofa, and books piled ’em know
■, ikrii and torn by the winds; if too low, late frosts
band. It became apparently of interest to
inquiries which cannot he too well known : All who
immediately."
advertisements publishers of the paper a call.
on the table, and close by the fire Mrs. Haven
“I don’t think I have done quite mischief begin by withdrawing my
“I began to think, my friend,” said [, “I both that the deficiency charged should be
1.id tie-blossoms and render fruit impossible. praise the Sehec—and they are a majority of the
from the newspaper and order it discontinued.
had seated herself w it h her desk to write some
Hint a iust medium in all the-o things is the true cultivators—invariably state that they are raised on
enough,” said Mrs. Haven to herself. “I’ll Taxes will soon lie due, which must be. paid ; began in the wrong direction to curtail ex- shifted to other shoulders than those of the
' letters.
and I was indeed, -penny wise and dead purser. An attempt was made to cart v
go down to the office now, and turn the stove wood is
[a dry, porous soil, which does not retain too mueli
enormously high, but we can't do penses,
She was a trim, compact little woman, with round, and have Jack
re-arrange the law- without it—nor groceries and provisions, nor pound foolish,’ when 1 withdrew my patron- out such a scheme, with Randolph a the vie
Kinds,
some years ago, preparing to set
| moisture; while all w ho dispraise them as yielding bright brown hair, and eyes to match, and a books !”
Our interests are more intimately con- tini.
small orchard, we took much pains to ascer- poorly and rotting badly, as uniformly state* that resolute mouth that somehow carried out the
nor clothing, or many other incidental age.
So the carriage left Mrs. Haven at her hus- lights
nected than 1 could have believed, until I
Randolph asked for a court of iiupiin
We
have
of
books
and
from the highest authorities the best kinds of their*. wen* raised on wet,clayey and retentive soil.
plenty
magexpression of a nose that our French neigh- band's office in a narrow, down-town street. expenses.
which, being granted, lie was cleared of all
azines, old to be sure, still they are readable, made tin' experiment.”
pie- for family use, all the way from the earliest Happening into a lield while the crop was being bors phrase “retrousse.” Mary Ilaven had
About one hour subsequently, Mr. Haven and
Thereupon 1 was again enrolled on his list suspicion by its report. Rut, nevertheless,
we must do without the paper for the
tlie latest varieties; and found the following the harvested last fall, we liked the looks of the potatoes character—that you might see at a glance.
sauntered into the establishment of Kartwyn
of subscribers and a half column devoted to President Jackson ordered his dismissal from
year to come.”
recommended : .Summer: Bell’s Early; Early so well Hint our winter's supply was ordered from
As she sat there, selecting her pen, and un- &
Not long after this, while Old
Daley.
“It’s only two dollars a year,” said my wife, my business. And I freely confess ! have no the navy.
idrvesi; Sweet Bough; Red Astraean; Autumn;
them. Tlic\*\\ ere the Scbees, and were grown on screwing the silver top of her inkstand the
“About that Twelfth street lease, Mr. Kart“I know it,” I replied, “but every reason to regret the expenditures. My old Hickory was passing down the Potomac on a
quietly.
iliam's Eavorite; Autumn Pcarmain; Beauty of a high, sandy ridge, whose soil seemed too dry for door opened very softly, and a round fullcustomers and many new ones began to make steamer, in front of Alexandria, and during
wyn ?”
dollar counts now-a-days.”
n»: (iravenstein; Kilham Trill;
Nonsuch; Por- j anything. We want no better article; good size, moon face appeared.
said the lawyer, rubbing his
their appearance —business began to revive, a pause of the boat at that place, Randolph
“ics, sir,
not
it
“But
do
believe
will
have
a
tendyou
if
‘•.Mrs. Haven, mem,
W'inter: Baldwin; Black Apple; Yellow Belle- smooth. line flavor, not over two or three to a bushel
you please.”
hands. “A thousand dollars is a very lair
to render business still more dull not to and ere long I felt warrrauted in the expedi- came on board and deliberately and most ef“Yes." said Mary Haven, descrying at once
11r:
ITubbardston Nonsuch; Newtown Pippin; rotting, and all the way through, down to this date,
sir. I don’t at all object to giving it.” ency
price,
ency of securing an assistant.
fectually wrung the nose of llis Excellency.
she asked.,
advertise”
u Pippin ; Northern Spy ; Rhode Island < ireonTo by the infallible barometer of a woman’s ear
“Who the deuce is talking about a thousand
as sprightly and mealy as epicure could wish.
was gratified at the appearance Let one imagine the anger of the old hero uf
family
My
A
so
“Nonsense!
well
established
place
the rising thunderstorm in the domestic at- dollars?” demanded the
Rihstone Pippin; (iolden Russet; Roxbury plant the Seh. e only on dry, porous soils and the j
of their old friend, the newspaper, and I am New Orleans.
puzzled Haven. “I needs not so
a lever to help it
mosphere. “What is it, cook?”
don't mean to lei you have it a cent short of on. I do not questionable
resolved that sooner than part with it, 1 will
No wonder that Randolph had to dodge
;.i-sel.
Olono and tin Foole on wet, heavy soils, >eems,
j
suppose that it will make any
“It’s not that you’re not a kind mistress, fifteen hundred.”
o> avoid arMoof these we have tried, and find them to therefore, to he tile true rule.
As to the Goodrich,!
difference, while the cost of advertising give up “ale and cigars,” which for me would from place, to place for two years
mem,” said cook, twisting the hem of her
The lawyer looked amazed.
I prize more highly than rest. Finally it is reported that an oilircr
a sacrifice.
e
We have supplied graluinot enough of it is known hereabouts to judge of j
good -:iti.sfa< tion
amounts to considerable,” I replied, impatient- be quite
“and
checked
the
is
not
apron,
wages
good,
“Mrs. Ilaven was here this morning, and
!
now living, was authorized to inform Ranever my newspaper.
ioii-1) tir-t and last, many hundred scions from its relative merits, lion. Mr. MeGilvery, of Sear.— to
say company is allowed once a week and told me it was her property, and 1 could have ly.
dolph that if he would apologize for his insult
them, and ran now .supply some to such of our port, tried it last year, and tinds it an excellent po- j
“But
what
will
do
for
news!”
the
she
you
Sunday evenings always out, but there are it for a thousand dollars!”
AN INDIAN DUEL.
to the President, he would be reinstated. Thi
i• lei's
max want them and will apply immediventured
tato. good flavor, hardy, five from rot and produc- some
again.
From the Helena (Montana) Herald.
things flesh and blood can’t; stand, no
“Mrs. Ilaven!” echoed the astounded husRandolph declined to do until the President
of
I
can
that
inthe
“Oh,
iicly.
get enough
tive; and many oile rs are preparing to try it this more they can't mem, and I liain’t no patience band. “But
by
Those who arc under the impression that had first apologized. It is hardly necessary to
know this is qnite un- tercourse with
really
you
and
or
'••me remarks are necessary.
others,
We have found
occasionally buy
year. Numerous other varieties, as the Harrison, with such doins’, and if you please to suit businesslike !”
Indians possess no personal bravery, and that say that no apology came. Alter twenty-1 ltree
borrow a copy.”
fiat taking one of each kind, of the summer and
their only prowess with deadly weapons is years of service in the navy, and much gallant
Early Rose, and others are offered; and if their yourself, mem, at a month’s warnin’—•”
“I don't know whether it is or not,” return“John Smyth," said my wife, now fully
'<>rts, makes too many for family use; as ripcn“Why, cook, what is the matter?”
when they hold the vantage ground, either conduct, Randolph without much property,
ed the lawyer, stiffly. "I only know that
qualities half equal the fabulous prices at which
aroused, “I am ashamed of you. What!
“Some can abide meddlin’ with, mem, and Mrs. Haven
near together, too many are ready at once and
themselves or in warfare against the and without a profession, was turned adrift
before witnesses, and that too
the) are la id—some at £;’».‘25 per lb., and one, tin*
spoke
to take a paper yourself, and yet among
poor
some
if
can’t—and
the
barrel
o’mackerel
sets
'poil. Some of them, particularly the lied As- Earh Prince, at $50 a tuber—they are indeed wonwhites, would have been disabused of this im- upon the world. During the administration
the property is undeniably hers!”
to
filch
information
others
from
whose
on
willing
the wrong corner, an’ the sugar-boxes aint
wan, so tine an apple at its prime, in a week or
Mr. Haven retreated from the Hold, vanderful. But let all our reader** remember that '■pecpression could they have witnessed onenfthc of Janies Buchanan, John R. Floyd, then
money is paid for what they learn, and at the bravest and most
turn mealy, arid are worthless.
True, this ulation, having somewhat exhausted itself on kept covered proper, it’s the mistress should quished, but chafing.
thrilling enactments of a Secretary of the War, gave Randolph the potime
the
honest
is
same
defraud
who
publisher
tell me of it. and not the master, and if Mr.
the equal of which, perhaps, has sition of superintendent of the armory in
At the door of the carpet store McAlister
•Tplus may i»»* sold; hut as, from their perishable | Shanghai* roosters, and in many other directions,
tragedy,
with
head
and
hands
for
constantly laboring
Haven wants to be cook, mem, well and good, met him.
never taken place within the bounds of Mon>im\ they bring but little in themarket.it is more
Washington, but he only held the place a
seems now to have struck among the potatoes
other’s good. Talk about retrenchment—you
but I won't stay in the same kitchen!”
An Indian duel took place near Mr. short time, as Ruchanan, hearing of the aptana.
“It’s
all
the
is
oil-cloth
half
down
•limbic to raise winter fruit, which commands, Some enthusiastic
sir;
right,
for
bills
at the saloons for
had better stop your
|
people always have an itching
And cook flounced out, maltreating her
on
Ten
Milo
situated
Holtcr’s saw-mill,
Creek, j pointment, ordered it to be v-voked for reaa-hcl for bushel, two or three times as much as these
by this lime!”
ale and cigars—needless expenditures for
extravagancies, just a> a certain man we read apron, having said her say.
and about six miles from town, yesterday af- I sons best known to himself.
“Which oil-cloth?”
others, so, finding this out loo late, we are now of spent a life time trying to extra* t sun-beams
alone while your newspaper is a peryourself
Mrs. Ilaven flushed scarlet. She rose and
ternoon, an account of which, as we were
“The buff pattern, sir; cheap goods. Mrs.
Kandolph entered the army at aliout the aye
intellectual least for the whole family,
•oiging our trees, by grafting, into winter fruit, from cucumbers; but our ad\ «^e is t<> slum all such went down stairs to the cellar, where her husthen informed, was published in last evening’s of sixteen, and had command of a division on
Ilaven was here and ordered it some time petual
not
and
it
costs
but
the
(fence, from our experience, we would say to be- follies. And us to seed potatoes, whether there is band, minus his coat, was
excepted,
yourself
Herald.
the quarter deck of the frigate Constitution
endeavoring to since!”
merest trifle in comparison to the money you
.inner*:—for early apples, take one Karly Harvest
anything in it or not. all cultivators agree that to, move a huge washing machine.
from an eye-witness o! the bloody affair we under Decatur, in her action with and the
“The—mischief she did!”
drink.
You
week
for
and
tobacco
nd out- lied A'-ftacan; for autumn, one William's change the seed around from place to place, fre“You see, Bridget,” he called out, “this is
spend every
are in possession of further particulars, wliieli
“I hope there is no mistake, sir?” asked the have
capture of the British frigate Macedonia He
not spoken of the increased prices of
the worst possible place the thingcouidstand
vorite, one Beauty of Kent, one Kilham Hill, one quently, is of \ery great utility.
were related to ns as follows:
was also in the President when that ship wadealer,
anxiously.
articles.
the
indeed!”
And
these
Stop
paper!
n Such, one Porter; for winter, ns many as posDressing. Experience allows that all strong un- in and—why, Mary, is it you?”
A few Indians were in a cabin occupied by eaptured by the Endvmion, and other British
returned honest Henry, disconso“X—no,”
my wife jerked her chair around with not
i*ft lie varieties named, and of other sorts which fernicnted manures arc not well for
“Yes, it is I,” said Mrs. Ilaven, “I thought
anything; so
lately ; adding to himself as he turned away : a very graceful movement, :md sat with her some of the employees of the mill, when one vessels, and was carried a prisoner to London,
had gone to your oftiee, Henry.”
Yet we will state that in our old manure, if
.1 know to he good.
of them displayed his revolver, at, the same where he (towhided a British officer for using
“What has got into Mary? is she crazed?”
possible, should be used for the po- yon
I back toward me in utter contempt of my time
"I'm going presently,” said Mr. Haven,
x periencc for thirty years,ami from what we
All things considered, it was not strange
expatiating on its merits and iiis own contemptuous language concerning America
tato. Ashes, plaster, and the superphosphates are
foolish
wise
and
resolution.”
pound
“but
|
“penny
you see, Mary, everything down here is that Mr. Haven was in no
fa.' experience of other persons, the very best
extraordinary skill in its u-e. This lie carri- A brother of his went down with tin sloop
amiable humor
highly useful to this plant: those who have tried I sixes and sevens.
very
I
make
it
a
never
to
to
Now
point
yield my
It’s well I come down octhat another brave of the Wasp, which sunk at sea after her tight with
apple, one everyway good for use—one to them state that they well repay their cost. TIow
by the time he reached the sanctum of Snip A wife or any of my family, if I can help it, as ed to such an extent
casionally. Cook has no more economy than Scissors.
most money out of,—because the trees are
party exclaimed in his native tongue. ‘T gh, a line-of-battle ship, the name of which e
shall tin* dressing be applied? In the hill, the drill, a wild
I
1
would
seem
a
in
case
should,
;
secondary you can't shoot !" and denounced him as a capes me. lie was less than live feet ten in
savage and Bridget; puts everything
“I'd like to know what
mean by send- consideration in
ady, but little attacked by insects, bearing or broadcast? Here also farmers, as well as all
my own family—a position 1
at the same time saying that lie
precisely where it shouldn’t be. My dear ing home such garments?'you
lie demanded, imheight, rather slim had hair of light color, in
_•
i\ every ye ar, is one raised abundantly in this
to
I
no
means
intend
so
said noth- braggart,
writers, disagree; but so far as wo can learn the have
occupy;
by
could put him to shame at his own game. youth, as shown by a miniature taken at New
you looked over the grocer’s bill for a periously. "I won’t wear ’em, unless
'•n
they
having several names—Greening. Golden drill is coming into favor in this section.
but
sat
and
puffed my fragrant Havana, Whereupon, native No. L proposed a test of London soon after the
ing,
! month ?
arc made over completely— nor will I pay the
capture of the Maeedo
i-pin, and i> probably the Newark Pippin, as dewatching the graceful folds of smoke as it skill,
Planting ani> cultivating. IIow much seed? I
“No, ‘1 haven’t,” said Mrs. Haven.
bill!”
giving his opponent the advantage of a ilia. His nose was slightly Roman, and h
wound itself in little wreaths about my head.
ribed by Downing.
It is in it* prune by Dec.
There
must
be
it’s
or
three
each
with
two
three
“Well,
quite alarming.
Formerly
pieces,
eyes, j1
“Sir?” demanded the surprised tailor, “you T resolved that come what would, I would not rifle, his favorite weapon. This was at once had eyes like an eagle in clearness and pow
fid .fan., losing its fine acid flavor after this.
Next to each
hill, was the invariable rule the world ovei* a leak somewhere,—and that reminds me— are aware llial our rule is, no alterations alacceded to, and immediately preparations | cr of expression.
In his eyes and nose alone,
this as an early winter apple, rather more juicy
yield indulgence in the delicious weed for the were made for a duel in their own
molasses
is
at
the
rate
nfhalf
the
keg dripping
Lately the amount has been growing less, so that
peculiar | were perceptible traces of his Indian origin
ter the hill is settled!”
sake
of a newspaper.
vii 1 a< id. and not so productive, is the Yellow Bellea
a pint
day.”
two or thiv< eyes to a hill is now thought a great
style, liy this time about twenty warriors He leaves a wife and four children, one a son
The next day I called on
“Very well—your bill isn’t settled, and it
ur.
For late w inter and spring apples, we know
my publisher, set- had collected, and all repain d a short wav
Bridget and eook stood by, murmuring dark won’t
j plenty by most cultivators; the reason given is that
in a hurry!”
tled
accounts.
either,
and
be,
ordered
dis[The above artieh is incorrect in saying
my
my paper
from the cabin, where they marked off about j
•tiling superior to the Northern Spy, Baldwin and more seed produces the small and worthless tubers. discontent. Mrs. Haven was more annoyed
“Mrs. Haven paid it, sir, this morning,” continued.
1 that Randolph pulled the nose of Jackson
1
she
cared
to express.
than
distance
Husset.
As
to
the
feet—the
that
was
in
Baldwin,
however,
|
Koxhury
separate
said the surprised tailor, referring to his books.
Dur own limited trials confirm this. Some of our
“On what ground?” he asked, in some sur- forty
“I will see to it,” she said.
He attempted it and failed, and would bai t
the hostile sa\ ages.
de-re are these objections;—without better manageMrs. Haven ! How the uncalled for inter- prise.
best farmers now plant in drills, one piece with two
don't
I
“But
see
to
dear!
found
it,
;
these
yon
the
my
doomed war-1: been crushed by Jack son had not the crowd
ment than most cultivators give to it, it. is an everyDuring
preparations
of
ference
“Mrs.
Haven”
him
in
the
stared
two
are
1
a
When
the
“I
foot apart.
can’t afford it," and
plants
eyes, about
“Nothing,” -.aid,
a box of stale eggs on the top shelf-—eggs,
looked upon each other with the most I interfered.
face at every step. Of course there was no 1 walked away, leaving him to his own re- riors
dier-year bearer, and in Maine never has the true .») three inches high, the cultivator should be run
Though acquitted of fraud, the
stoical indifference, and the crowd waited for!
my dear that are, completely wasted—when remonstrance to be
r.aldwin Mass, flavor, though some raised in this between the
and
the
made, however,
conduct
of Randolph was such to demand idrows, and again in a week or two. eggs are live cents apiece !”
| flection.
the denouncement in silent wonder. When
ify. a-* elsewhere in the county, are very fair,—but Using the hoc; to destroy weeds, and to properly put
Time passed on : the day on which it was all was made
Mrs. Haven turned and went up-stairs again discomfited husband left the establishment.
ready the opponents took their dismissal.]
“I’ll
in
at Jordan’s anyway,” he'j
our taste ulw ays savoring of the unripe.
step
so
late
cultivator
with a round red spot glowing on either cheek,
the earth in place. The plow or
due I could not feel quite contented at the
the last act, standing with their
for
position
“and secure that lot: it will be a capiGENERAL GRANT'S REGARD FOR HIS WORD.
i fine are doubtless many other, and perhaps betas to disturb the roots is injurious.
non-appearance of my newspaper. I missed heels on the mark-back to ha id. -one a resignal pennons of the disturbance within. She thought,
tal speculation!”
A few weeks
varieties abroad with which, we had hoped,
the cheerful face of the little carrier and the volver and the other with his title. One of
ago. General Stephen Ab
To the many persons who have kindly contribut- was not a faultless angel, any more than other
Mr. Jordan was standing whistling in front
was in the City of
owners would have made us acquainted; but
Washington, to
news he was wont to bring on re- the natives had been selected to act as second Groarty
ed valuable information on this subject we offer our women arc, and she was very much out of
interesting
of his grate, with both hands in his pockets. turn of each
as a maimed soldier, who had
a
ling in this, can give only such information us our acknowledgments, and hope lbr a continuance of temper, as she. walked up and down the room
week, through fair weather and for both: lie took his position a little aside whether he,
as Henry Haven entered.
voted for Grant, would bo removed bv the lai
v ii
foul. There were other papers about, for I from the line of lire; waved a
with her hands behind her, and the brown He looked up
practice, aided by such light as our most emi- their favors.
spear, decorat- ter from the
“Well, old fellow?”
position of Collector of Internal
with
an
ominous
one
but
these
nt writers on pomological subjects, can afford.
were
and feathers, two or three .imes
eyes glittering
sparkle.
bought
occasionally,
pub- ed with
Revenue, which he held in Cincinnati, While
“Suppose we clear up the business about lished in large cities, and contained no local above hispaint
we think, many fruit raisers miss it in
the
terrible
“Mary, have you seen my memorandum that
head,
POISONOUS ANIMAL FOOD.
seeking
gave
war-whoop,
Central Park lot,” said Haven, carelessly. news of
there lie made the acquaintance of anotln-.
hook ?” asked her husband, as he entered pulltar-fetched and high-sounding sorts. For it is
my own home.
and, on the instant, the duelists wheeled and
The fond that is most liable to produce symptoms
“I don’t think I can do better.”
soldier, a Collector in an interior district in
on his gloves.
At night when I reached home, tny eldest, fired.
ing
Both
fell—one
shot
the
di fruit as with everything else, like the dog in
brain,
through
“Your decision comes rather late,” said Jorof poisoning, even though it may seem to be good,
New York, who had sustained even more In
met me in the hall.
“No, I have not. Probably you will find it
to
heart!
Thus
ended
other
the
daughter,
the
table who dropped his bone to catch its reflecMary,
pierced
his shoulders. “I signed over
is shell-iish. They occasionally cause great distress, on the
juries than himself. lie had lost both legs b\
or under Bridget’s wash- don, shrugging
is
“Where
the
said
she.
shelf,
“Oh,
most
and
enof
the
pantry
paper,
papa!”
one
*!i in the water, we may lose the substance
tragic
extraordinary
and attended
to Smytlie & Parker half an hour ago!”
a cannon ball below the knees, and hobbled
by cramps and an eruption on the skin re- ing machine,” answered Mary shortly.
I am in such a hurry to see it. Mattie True- eounltti'S that lias ever come within our
iteh the shadow ! Both with fruit and everythin®’
pro- around, to use the expression of .MeGroart <,
“And by whose authority?”
sembling nettle rash. Such symptoms supervene in
are
out
of
said
worth’s
is
in
and
the
editor
has
“Now,
it,
puss, you
temper,”
vince to record.
marriage
-e. if we have a tiling good enough, it is unwise to
lie wa.-. also in the FodeYMr. Haven’s brow was darkening.
upon trestle-work
from ten to twenty hours after eating the articles in Mr. Haven, good humoredly, “and how very
such an appropriate verse in conii gieet it for a fancied better one.
al Capital to ascertain whether the inou~ing
“Mrs. Haven’s. She was here a little while publishedI
and
are
unreasonable
that
is
of
told.”
question,
accompanied frequently by great
HOW TO ADVERTISE.
nection, am
you!”
• »f one
and stay at-home politicians would lie permit
and told me you would not take the
tiling we are certain, both from reason and exhaustion and debility. Death lias occurred in as
but i put her aside, saying, “The paper
“Henry,” said Mrs. Haven, laying one hand since,
Dr. Hclmbold, one of the most systematic ted
lot!”
half
much observation, that the nearer the locality where
by his old commander to discharge him
will not come any more, I have ordered it and
short a time as three hours. If the vomiting is free appealingly on his shoulder, and looking up
ill
this
who
advertisers
persistent
country,
from the service of the Government. This
Mr. Haven bit his lip; this was really grow.til trees are raised to the one win?re they are to
discontinued.”
In some instances into his face, “you don’t know how it mortithe sufferer usually recovers.
has
made
an
immense
fortune
tieliberal
by
unfortunate vetaran was rich in the
row into trees the better.
ing a little too provoking. He left the real
where shell-fish have been taken from docks or fies and annoys me to have you interfere in
“Why, father!” she exclaimed, “how can use of the newspapers, in a recent conversa- iou of a wife and seven children, butposse,,
estate office abruptly, and went directly down
had no
domestic
affairs.”
thousands of dollars have we known utterly
we,
do
without
it!”
my
tion with a leading editor gave some interestship's bottoms, it lias been suspected that they have
lb c as in
to support them
worldly
“Aren't we a firm, Henry Haven and Wife?” to his own place.
goods
ilirown away by buying New York fruit trees, and
“We
learn
to
do
without
1
must
it,”
repli- ing details of his system of advertising, which
been contaminated with copper or arsenic derived
But had he not been pretty tolerably cer- ed as 1
he asked, coolly, “and are not our interests
capacitated for work and relied entiivh upon
min other distant, southern localities, for this coldpassed on to the supper room.
from the sheathing or paint on the vessels. In some
may be of value to the business men of New- the income of his office for a living
tain of the number, he would not have recogj|. inn!
?”
identical
After
of
instead
to
latittide. Fruit-tree peddlers—especially the apsupper,
my ark. We quote:
reading
instances copper has been found, but it is neverthedischargedtlie duties of Colic- lor wiih lid.
“Yes; but Henry Haven has his department, nized the rooms. Two men were on their family, sometimes leading their minds away
i• li■ sorts—arc a
t
pest to be shunned; not so much less
funds
to
I
invest
"When
have
the
spare
ami had given a- far as lie w a- awan
knees, diligently hammering down the hated off to other seenes and distant
probable that in the majority, it not in all the and Wife ought to have hers.”
"■cause they are dishonest fellows, but because
regions, beau- money in extending mv name find busines it}’,
buff oil-cloth. Jack, the ofliee boy, had turncases, the evil effects have been due to the presence
general satisfaction. General MeGroaitv, a
“That’s all nonsense, my love.”
tiful countries that others have explored at
heir goods are so poorly adapted to particular mar- of an animal poison.
as
a
man
does
real
est
ate
who purchases
just
ed the stove round, so that it’s iron elbow
with this old comrade in arms, re
and some risk of life; some- or cultivates a farm; and I consider the in- company
“Henry, will you oblige me by leaving
If healthy flesh that is undergoing putrefaction is
Our advice is to raise from seed your own
i.ets.
to the White House, to see the l’re-l
into your face, very much as if il great expense
paired
times to the fierce fields of blood and carnage vestment
used as food, it is liable to produce very serious these domestic concerns to my own manage- projected
-locks; or, if you cannot wait, to purchase them
equally good, in every respect. Nor dent. The soldier from New Y'ork was in
would have said, “Take my arm!” And Mrs.
symytoms resembling those of typhus lever, in ment
pictured so vividly that they seemed indeed, do 1 ever tempt to make contracts without introduced, and made known Id- bn im-s.
min some nursery near at hand; to set them out as
which there is considerable brain trouble. This,
“I would do much to oblige you, my dear Haven sat at his desk, soiling and arranging before us, while we were
comfortable
safejand
the means to make payments, any more than Grant
directed in a recent article, and the following however, is not common, the usual result being the
expressed, in the strongest terms. Ids
but I shall not concede that point,” he papers with industry worthy of a more legiti- in our little home ; or singing over the
stray a good farmer would think ot cultiv ating his
ejection of the offensive material. The system can Mary,as he took his
mate cause.
reprobation of any one who would even seek
oring to graft into them such scions as you know even
waifs of real poetry which often find their soil without the funds to
become accustomed to the introduction of such said,
departure, leaving Mrs.
for
cultivation.”
pay
the place of so severely an injured soldier
be aluablc sorts. In this way you secure hardy, vile articles as
“Mary !
decayed fish, which it is said the Si- Haven indignant and meditative.
way into the newspaper, touching a tender
The Doctor, it seems, makes his own con- and
Mrs. Haven looked quietly up.
amese and Burmese use as a condiment.
gave his word if it was done he would
thrifty trees, and know what they are.
chord in every heart—as I was wont to do—I
Bridget’s voice broke with Celtic accent upin
tracts,
many cases directly with the editors pay no attention to it.
"Yes, my dear; Jones vs. Brown! he be- stretched
Uamgee estimates that about one-fifth of the meat on her reverie.
Another tiling too often lost sight of; large trees,
the
sofa
and
tried
to
myself upon
or publishers themselves, and in this way
sold in the markets is obtained from animals that
General MeGroarty soon afterward saw the
“1 lease, ma’am, I found this little black longs on the left hand pile. Really, Henry,
ike the apple, must have room.
Many set them 10 have died, or from those that have been killed while
sleep.
he lias obtained a general acquaintance with President, and
the confusion of your papers is appalling!”
presented his papers of recombook
behind
the
Hour
barrel.”
or !;") feet apart; by bearing time their limbs will
from
some
“run
to
over
When
the
creature
suffering
complaint.
“Tommy,” whispered Mary,
the newspaper men throughout the country. mendation from
are
madam?
I
tell
leading Republicans in this
“Confusion,
they
it
you
is
Mr.
luiicti: when ftillv grown they will mesh together has been killed suddenly by an accident, the flesh is
Haven’s.”
Mr.
if
and
see
cannon
Wild’s
borrow
his
‘•Thank’you,1'Bridget;
you
He says:
and elsewhere. Among them was a letbut if death has been the result of over-drivin the most perfect order, or, rather, they were
goo.t.
city
She
at
its
as
out
the
and
glanced mechanically
like a forest, keeping
light,
dialing one ing, it contains a poison that produces an eruption
pages
paper.”
“With tlie proprietors of all the leading ter
signed by Edwin M. Stanton, late Seen-ta
Bridget disappeared. The column devoted to before you got hold of them. Where are my
But Tommy soon returned with the answer
mother to death. Never set standard apple trees on the skin of those who handle it. and
though many that
papers aiid the majority of the others, I en- ry of War, which was to the foilow'ingetl'eei :
law-books
?”
was
full
of
that Mr. Wild was reading it himself.
day
closely written memo.carer together than 00 feet, and two rods is better.
persons may eat such flesh with impunity, some
a
and
to
such
joy personal acquaintance,
pa“There may have been soldiers who hav e
“Oh, i put them in the closet, the bindings
are not so fortunate; from which we may conclude randa.
“Then go to Mr. Brown’s, and if you can’t
After young trees are set, cultivate the ground
pers as the New York Herald, Weekly Tri- as good an army record as General MeG roar
that t he act of digestion does not always destroy an“See Kartwyn & Daley about thehouse in were so dingy, and the Directories and Handto
Mr.
&ates."
his,
get
go
bune and Independent, 1 have sometimes paid
with root crops for several years; this keeps the imal
\wihons. [Dr. John C. Draper, in April ll'th street—not to let them have it for $1,200. books looked so much brighter!”
ty. There are certainly none who have a la ■
But Tommy was not more successful at any from
■mass down, the soil light and properly enriched for
Galaxy.
fifteen hundred to three thousand dollars ter.”
It is scarcely beare you crazy?
Gall at McAlister’s and order the
“Mary,
oilof
these
Mr.
had
Brown
taken
his
green
places.
for the single insertion of an advertisement,
Wash young trees, spring, summer
tree growth.
Grant smiled when lie received the paper-.
i-loth instead of buff for the office floor. Tell coming for a woman thus to usurp her huspaper down town, and Mr. Gates didn’t like knowing that in such cases the amount of stated that
GREEN MANURING.
id fall, to the very tip of the branches, with awash
Martin to proceed directly with suit in Rus- band’s place!”
MeGroarty's military record w e-,
his
to lend his; thought
father took it. A
space occupied, and the importance of the well known to him, and that lie should not lie
made of soft soap and strong tobacco water, to kill
“We are a firm, my dear, at least so you
Ploughing under green crops for manure has been sell vs. Russell. Remind clerk not to settle
was Mary’s only answer.
necessitate
an
disappointed
sigh
would
interview.
found
transaction,
disturbed.
very profitable with soils poor inorganic mat- tailor’s bill—alteration to
bark lice which ruin more trees than all other causes
Wife
be made first. Go told me this morning—Henry Haven
“The particulars of that murder affair are On one occasion, I offered the sum of FIVE
ter. The philosophy of its fertilizing action
Pleased beyond measure at the result f
—and therefore our interests are identical!”
halves with Jordan in lot
together,—of which, the borer, Ac., we shall speak thus be explained. The green plants decay may
in the paper this week,’’ said my wife, with THOUSAND DOLLARS for a
opposite Central
anil
in
the
page
their interview with the President, the two
“Yes, but-”
And thus
in a future No.
evolve carbonic acid, which is absorbed by water, I’ark-”
a slight frown upon her brow, “and I would New York Herald.
The
indefinitely.
offer
was accepted,
veterans left the White House together and
went on Mary, mimicking
Finally, don’t fail to raise all the apples you can. and the solution of carbonic acid dissolves" minute
like to see it.”
Mary Haven had read the words without her“Consequently,”
but afterward declined, on account of press
to their hotel.
portions of mineral matter capable of assimilation much interest at first, but
husband’s rather pompous voice of the really
Relying upon the
repaired
her
Milford’s
new
“And
Minnie
was
to
Nothing pays hotter. Most people with a farm ora by plants. When
presently
eyes
of matter, notwithstanding it was double the word of the
story
thus given to tw.>
deep-rooted plants like clover are brightened, and a
“I shall beg the privilege of inter- come out in this week’s
President
morning,
of
a
if
smile
I
had
Government
bonds
for
roguish
wish
or
garden,
suspicion
§500,
they
paper.
This was at (lie of liis
used, considerable proportions of plant-food are
usual advertising rates.
really
soldiers, they entertained no further
fering whenever I deem it advisable.”
bad that amount in bank stock would feel and be, brought up from great depths, and thus add to the began to tremble around her resolute lips.
1 could borrow it somewhere,” said Mary.
time of the fall of Richmond. To conclude, fear of a dismissal. The
Mr.
at his wife,
looked
Haven
“1
very next morning
am
1
riclmessof
the
found
frowningly
surface-soil.
this
have
been
very glad
memorandum
plants
“Here, Tommy,” said I, taking five cents 1 always prefer dealing directly with publishtilistantially, rich:—receiving the income of which used in different countries Many
at breakfast the New York Collector wa
lor this purpose, and book,” she
“Let me see—Harry but the wrinkles vanished out of his forehead from my pocket, “run down loo the news of- ers.
b'i'v inspiring'.
Yet every tree that bears a net inI
no
thought.
have
fear
of
their
best
accepting
among which may be named white mustard, tur- told me he was
horrified, upon perusing tin; city journals, fur
eyes.
fice and buy a copy if it’s not to late, and the rates.”
going to Brooklyn in the morn- at the smiling sunshine of“itMary’s
otne of fruit yearly is as much a
[Newark Journal.
money capital, is nips.white lupine, and rape, in addition to the Wellis rather late to
in the list of appointments made was that of
“My dear,” said he,
ing; there will be plenty of time.”
office shut up.”
worth as much, as so much Iannis or stocks that known use of clover, rye, and buckwheat.
publishing
a person to the office which he then filled. I le
transact any more business to-day.
Shall we
She glanced at her watch and then
the
soon
returned
out
ot
breath.
“I’ve
Tim
Russian
rang
Famine.
Tne foreign mails almost fainted
Tommy
vield the same amount. A tree, therefore, which
General McGroartv,
walk up home together ?”
bell.
away.
run enough after that old newspaper,” with
Effects of Tobacco Smokixo on Children'.
bring further particulars of the famine pre- although his faith was then greatly shaken
yields net §0 every year, is worth as much as §100
And Mr. Haven must have left his “interwill you step around the corner
“Bridget
The usage of smoking tobacco by children causes
a
touch
of
his
father’s
I
“and
just
spunk,
vailing in the Russian province of Esthonia. in the President's promise to him of retention,
in any money stock which yields §t; a year; and
paleness, loss of flesh, palpitation of the heart, de- and tell them to send a carriage for mo im- ference” principles at the office, for Mary won’t do it affiiin. The publishing office was on the Black Sea. No rain fell from
Maj'2:1(1 still entertained favorable hopes. But withtrees y ielding §30 a year have precisely the same rangement of the digestion, and all the
never saw any more of them.
Neither hus- closed, and the news office had not a number to
symptoms of mediately?”
August 18th, 1808, and consequently the in forty-eight hours thereafter, the name of
alue as the §500 bond or bank stock. For the true impoverished blood. No treatment is ‘effectual as
Her bonnet and shawl were on long before band nor wife ever alluded to the subject left. 1 would like to find out
though when crops were burned up. Now bread cannot be Mr. Pollan went in the Senate as his sueoeas the habit is continued. The intelligence is
measure of capital is not what the thing is, but the long
the vehicle arrived, and she employed the sur- again, but Mr. Haven was cured of his own that celebration is
diminished, and a tendency to strong drink excited.
coming oft'. Nobody knows obtained except for exorbitant prices and the sor, and disgusted and
bad
habit.
In the one ease you call at the These
time
was
in
income it produces.
single
indignant, he took the
Mary’s
stratagem
jotting down various addresses
for sure but the paper. Is it in that, father?” supplies are very scanty. The wet weather ears for the
symptoms disappear where there is no organ- plus
West.
worth a thousand remonstrances.
avings bank and Mr. Qtlimby gives you §30 as ic lesion, with the discontinuance of the habit. In from the Directory,
he added. The minds of till as well as my- of the present season has made the roads imThe violation of his word upon the part of
When at length the carriage arrived, she
di\ idend, in the other you get the same §30 and call twenty-seven out of thirty-eight cases observed in
self, were on the missing paper, but I was passable and no assistance can reach the peo- Grant
children between nine and fifteen, some or all of
took her seat with the self-possession of a
requires little comment at our bandil fruit-money.
We have trees each of which > ields these
ask
me
out
of
If
with
Indolence.
and
to
which
is
afflict
the thoroughly
patience
myself,
you
symptoms were observed. [Dr. E. 1 lueaisne:
ple. Disease has also commenced
it stamps him with personal dishonor. The
queen.
real hereditary sin of human nature, do you with them. “I tell you Idontknow anything the
on the average every year §12 net; and we hold ev- Gazette des Hopitaux,
have
congre- dishonor is
population. The peasants
enhanced w hen w e eon
“Drive to Kartwyn & Daley’s, No.ery such tree as much worth §20(1, as any §200 in
imagine I shall answer pride, or luxury, or about it,” I replied, in not a very amiable gated in large numbers in the villages in hope aider the infinitely
A New Way to Destroy Stumps. Bore with street.”
parties to whom he violated his en
or egotism?
No, I shall say indo- tone, I fear. Seems to me you are all very of obtaining food and shelter, and the crowds
ambition,
any six percent, paying stock.
a two-inch
Mr. Kartwyn came to his office door, a dried- lence. Who
gagement. [Cincinnati Daily Enquirer
auger to the heart of the stump; till the
True it may he said, as it was to us u few days
conquers indolence will conquer much interested in the confounded paper since in their weakened condition are suffering from
cavity thus made w ith sulphuric acid, or with crude up little lawyer, much astonished at the unall
it
is
the
all
know
I
don’t
want
to
hear
and
and
in
must
deoil
ol
rest—indeed,
good
I ho late Karl ot Glasgow was a genial lei
are
slopped.
uncertain
the
prineipels
you
Discouraged,
petroleum. In the first case, the acid becomes
typhus.
hunger
ago,—trees
capital;
lice, the bora word about it.-’
This put a quietus on the spair of receiving relief, children are desert- low.
the destructive agent in a few months; in the hit- expected apparition of a pretty woman in a stagnate without activity.
[Zimmerman.
ers, aud many other enemies may destroy them;
During one of his sprees he threw a
tor’ when the stump becomes saturated with the oil* carriage
least for a time.
their parents, and parents their children, hotel waiter out of the chamber window and
subject—at
but you will find that ail money institutions have
ing
"Good morning, Mr. Kartwyn,” said
it is fired, and will then burn out to the last partiGen. Grant usually rides behind two horses
However, as time passed on, I began to to wander about the country, begging and profanely told the expostulating landlord to
Mary,
I eir borers, their lice, and their frogs, more vile cle, like a candle.
calmly. "1 am Mrs. Haven. ‘I called to let and one cigar.
think I had made very little progress in bet- plundering.
■•put him in the bill!'’
MAGDALEN.
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la pursuanee of the act of Congress approved \pril null, 1869. I hereby designate the Cth WILLIAM I-L SIMPSON,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
day of duly, 1869, as the time for submitting
the constitution passed by the convention
SUBBOKIPTION Tkkms. In advance, $2,00 a year;
which met in Richmond. Vh on Tuesday, the within the year, $2,50: at the expiration of the year, $3,00.
ADVKKTisiN<i Tkkms. For one square, (one inch oi
: ;< 1 day of December, 1867, to the voters of the.
weeks, and 25 cents lor
length in column,) $1,25 tor three
A fraction ot a square
Stale registered at the date of such submis- each
aubsoquont insertion,
i'si. viz., duly 6th, 1869, for ratification or charged an a full one.
rejection, and I submit to a separate vote the
Admixistuatous, HxKriTTous and Guardians defourth elans.' of section 1, article 3d, of said siring their advertisements published in the Journal, will
8« state to thr* Court, ns all advertising not so diplejwc
which
is
in the following words;
constitution,
rected is withheld Irom this paper.
Kvi ry one who lias been a Senator or
Representative in Congress, or Elector of PresiSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
dent nr Vice President, or who held any office, changed, must stute the Post Otficc to which the paper
bee* sent as well us that to which it is to go.
has
civil or military, under the United States or
under any State, who, having previously taken
WS. M. Pettkngill & Co., G State St., Boston, and
ui oath as a member of
Congress or as an of- 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents for
ficer of the United States ur as a member of : procuring subscriptions uud forwarding advertisements.
4®“ S. R NlLF.s, No. 1 Scoll iy's Building, Court Street,
•my State Legislature, or as an executive or Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
.judicial officer of any State, shall have engag- paper.
45‘tiEO. P- Rowell & Co., -10 Park Row, New York,
ed in insurrection or rebellion against the
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
-an.e or
given aid or comfort to the enemy rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
thereof.’’ This clause shall include the follow ing officers :—Governor, Lieutenant GovSubscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on
ernor, Secretary of State, Auditor of Public the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
For instance, 15 May 0»,
Account- Second Auditor, Register of tlie form of receipt now used.
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When
Land Office, State Treasurer, Attorney-Gen- a new
payment is made, the date will be immediately
eral, Sheriffs, Sergeants of a city or town, changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
with every piper. Subscribers in arrears arc requested
( oinmissioner of the Revenue,
County Sur- to forward
the sums due.
\ eyor,
Constables, Overseers of the Poor,
4^*1 n sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
< bmmissioner of the Hoard of Public Works, which the paper is scnt.Jjar
Judges of the Supreme Court, Judges of the;
* iretiit Court.,
AN EUROPEAN SCARE.
Judges of the Court of Hustings, Justices of the County Courts, Mayor,
The following paragraph is going tin* rounds
Recorder, Aldermen, Gouneilmon of a city or
ol the press, with various comments—
toun,, Coroners, Eseheators, Inspectors of
Tol.aeco ami Flour, and Clerks of the SuN'kw York. .May 12.—The Tribune's cable spepreme, District, Circuit and County Courts cial f'njm i.oudun says tlie initial .steps have been taand of the Court of Hustings and Attorneys ken for an alliance, offensive ami defensive, between
England, France anil .Spain against the United.States.
tor the Commonwealth; provided, that lire The
rejection oft lie Alabama t real y, tile lone of Mr.
of
a
vote
three-fifths
of
Sumner's speech, the alleged lillibiistcnng tendenLegislature may by
both Houses remove the disabilities incurred cies of General Grant’s administration and tlie reconnivance at expeditions from the United
by this clause from any person included there- ported
States against Cuba, being made tin pretext for a
in, by a separate vote in ouch case. And we
necessity for such alliance.
also submit to a separate vote the Seventh
This may or may not he unit*. We are not
Section of Article Third of the said Constitution, which is in the following words: “In inclined to believe it. The golden opportuniaddition to tin; foregoing oath of office the
ty for these powers to have combined against
Governor, Lieut. Governor, members of the
General Assembly, Secretary of State, Audi- the United States was during tlie rebellion in
tor of Public Accounts, State Treasurer, At- this country.
Why it was not done, anil estorney-general and all persons elected b; any pecially why England did not avail herself of
convention to frame a constitution for this
some of the many causes for quarrel, and!
state or to amend or revise this constitution
in any manner, and the Mayor and Council openly espouse the cause of the confederacy,
of any eiiv or town, shall, before they enter as she already had secretly, passes our comon the duties of their
respective offices, take prehension. Her sword thrown in the scale,
and subscribe to the following oatb or affirmamight have borne it down irresistibly against
tion; provided, that the disabilities therein us.
The same causes for the combination
contained may be Individually removed by
tie three-fifths vote of the General Assembly: spoken of existed then as now.
We were the
■I do solemnly swear or affirm that I have rival of
England in commerce, an opponent
never
voluntarily borne arms against the of imperialism in France, and coveted Cuba,
I nited States since 1 have been a citizen thereof; that I have voluntarily given no aid, coun- just as wc now do.
We said the aj parent indifference of these
tenance, counsel or encouragement to persons
engaged in hostility thereto; that I have never powers to the opportunity then presented was
■1

LEASE OF THE BELFAST AND MCOSEHEAD and Philander Coburn, wore authorized to talists and men of influence, in Congress and
LETTER FROM BOSTON.
G EINiE R A L I T I E S
conclude a contract. Immediately upon a out of it. This road will be built. Its PaciLAKE RAILROAD.
Correspondence of the Journal.
1 lie Southern cotton
On Friday last a lease to the Portland & report of this action a committee of the fic terminus is a thousand miles nearer the An Incident of the Horse-Cars
crop i< being injured b> tin
Something
About Dress-Hot Weather-Emigration Mr. hark ward Spring.
Kennebec R. R. Co. was signed in this city, Moosehead Itoad Directors, consisting of ports of India, China and Japan than Sau
Murray's Book, Ac.
A whiskey warehouse fell <low 11 ill
Pittsburg, hi"!
Hi ISTi in. M:i V 17. 1S(!0.
by the terms of which the railroad from Bel- Judge Dickerson, Mayor Ilayford, W. II. Francisco is. The country is easy to build
week, destroying Aim) barrels of the fluid, and buryIn a recent letter the assertion was made
fast to Mooselicad Lake is changed from the Simpson and Joseph II. Kaler, were invested over. Belfast is the most available eastern
ing three men.
the.
that trade. that long dresses were
contemplated route by way of Newport to that with similar powers. Another conference terminus and

vicinity of Wato Skowhegan, and so on to
gauge will also he changed to

via the Kennebec River in the

followed at

Portland, and finally

the

meeting
was
signed

in this city, at which the contract
with the approval of our board. There were
The
correspond with that of the lessee. The lease present here Judge Rice, Ex-Gov. Coburn,
is fur a term of fitly years, and the annual Wm. D. Sowall, Esq., of Rath, Darius Aldon,
rental to he paid is five per cent, for tlie first Esq., of Augusta, and Mr. Tolman, one of
five years, and six per cent, for the remainder the leading business men of Kendall’s Mills.

terville, thence
the Lake.

cost of one million dollars. They met
informally a large number of our
to
of
this
the
whom Judge Rice explained the
from
citizens,
explanation
divergence
original purpose, it is proper that some public results of the proposed connection, and its
explanation should he made. The intention influence on the localities interested. Ilis reat the outset was to run this road first to New marks gave great satisfaction to those who

of the term,

on a

In

port, crossing the Central lload

at that

and thence

as

on

toward the Lake

fast

point,
as

the

heard them.
The benefit to

city

of tiiis

new

arrangeIt relieves us
of all anxiety for the future in respect to the
persons, however, in
the route, always held that the interest of the debt to the city, and sends our bonds into the
friends of the enterprise would best be served market backed not only by the ordinary credby striking the narrow gauge road at Ken- it of the city, but by the endorsement of a
dall’s Mills.
powerful and wealthy corporation. It puts
means

would admit.

Many well informed
this city as well as along

ment cannot be

our

overestimated.

It was contemplated from the first to lease the stock of the road on a par with the best
the road. Every person at all acquainted six per cent, stocks of the country. We have
with the operating of railroads knows that a “made assurance double sure” in respect to
both these securities, and can rest easy in recompany already running a road can do the
business of an extension of the same at from !gard to them. No.road on the face of the
2r> to 33 per cent, cheaper than the company earth ever opened with more flattering prosthe extension can do it themselves. pects. It should send, as it does, a thrill of

owning

As the people of Belfast and the towns on
the route desired only the benefit of the road,
with the assurance, if possible, of a reasonable interest on the outlay incurred in consulting it, th«)r naturally looked to the Maine
Central road to stand in the position of lessee
of the road.
In fact this had been the under-

standing from the outset. The charter obtained is of the most liberal character. It
authorizes the corporation to extend a road
from Belfast to the Lake by the most practi-

shipping port for

The

gentlemen

who* effected this

‘•among

.lease

had

their eyes open when they did it, and understood what they were about. It is no more
wonderful than that Portland, with her Canadian road, should have regular lines of Euro-

that

were,

revoked.

and

are

not.”

It is true

meant to tell the truth.
I

longer.

no

I

things

suggest that all Democratic candidate-* for
federal office transmit tlreir claims to their heir
to have ami to hold f-u- the benefit *»t
and
1 i tIn irassigns
In’irs and assigns, fltangor Whig.

That statement is
And vet

really thought

1 did.

always mean to toll the truth. If there
one thing more than another about which

is

If radicalism continues in power, it will be about
all tin y or any one else will have t<» bequeath.

1
•M i> or SlmrtlclT has been to Washington to invite
sensitive it is my veracity. Let | the Pi* ideni to the Pence Festival, and I’ly.sc.,
every one understand that the sa\ino- "indebt- think', he’ll come.
ed to your imagination lor your facts” doesn’t
tit roof of the new Auburn Court house settled
about i\ inch*
last winter, says the .Journal, in
to
the
writer
hereof
in
and
In
sense
a
whatfact
Qubec paper apply
any
jected
surveyed.
m- queue,
of the pivs'inv of snow. Too small
timbers
were used.
before us speaks of the proposed Point Levi soever. either nearly or remotely, lint I was
A lady with a freshly imported Irish
and Kennebec Railroad, to Moosehoad Lake, about to tel! the readers of the Journal that
girl, told her
which they are moving in, to connect with long dresses are still in vogue. And howl to “Star., h tin bottom of little Minnie’s drawers.” < hi
extension of our road. A look at Jhe map came to know happened itt this wise. I was subsequent examination, lo and behold! she had
starched the bottom of them, ore enough, hut not
will show but a short distance to overcome. hurriedly enteringn horse-ear. Now I always
the ho ttom of tlie legs, by any manner of means!
Our people must wake up to the great events pride myself upon the ease with which 1 can
-Mark Twain says the difference between
u
that are in the near future.
enter a ear.
1 never go stumbling about, American wilderness and African wilderness is,
The free, frank and honorable manner with treading on pe ople's corn-', or seating mvself that in one von are continually surrounded by black
bears; in other by bare blacks.
which Judge Rice and his associates have unceremoniously in somebody's lap, a- 1 have
Velocipedes are so thoroughly played out in Bandealt in this matter, is worthy of all praise. seen people do. Oh no, i was brought up on
gor, that they sell for £10 apiece—and dear at that
Our people should hold them in grateful re- the seaboard, and can walk a plank as true
It is said that Mr. Pratt, the big Senator #0111 Inmembrance. Henceforth our interests will as a sailor. And so t always walk steadilv diana lost a hundred pounds in weight during ULs
be identical. We are their friends, and they into the ear and take a s. at, if there is one ; lut< l*riei e\j,»• rieiiee in Washington, oil account
of the worry and importunities of office-seekers.
are ours.
Let it be remembered that while but always w il h a little self consciousness that
A deputation of negroes has called on Grant to
we met with coldness, indifference, and
pro- I am doing extremely well. On this particu- *«.v that they must have a full share of the offices
crastination in other quarters, until we were lar morning, however, 1 was doomed to be everywhere. Poor Grunt!
heart-sick, they came to our aid with gener- terribly humiliated, doubtless as a payment
The Postmaster General has lined two Western
mail contractors each $1,000 for throwing off' mailous alacrity.
tor my forme; egotism.
I believe in retribut#> make roonffor passengers.
The lease will need to be ratified hv the tion—and instead of making u:v usual t rimnnhMassaehusrit.s has passed a new law for the presStockholders our Road. Tlie City (iovern- al entree. ! caught my loot in .omethiug that

pean steamers. We shall yet see our city
realize the trade her citizens dreamed of thiryears ago, when the Qubec Railroad was pro-

am

extremely

■

joy and pride through every resident of our
city. It unites a hitherto divided people in
the prosecution of this work. All the oppo- ment controls a majority of the stock. An something was the long trailing shirt of a
nents of the read, the original cold water effort is to he made by one of the Aldermen, blin k silk dress, —and, oh shades of the (iods!
throwers, the injunetors, and everybody else, who is also a Director, to defeat the ratifica- where should 1 have gone to, had not the
express the utmost gladness. After diligent tion of tiie lease. He will work in the inter- kindly shirt bosom of a man just then interinquiry, we can hear of but few persons who est uf the Maine Central Road, which is now iMised itself between me and swift destruction.
are dissatisfied, and they profess a desire to again very profuse of magnificent promises.
Visions of a bloody nose and broken limbs
wait upon the Maine Central a while longer! It is the duty of the city to frown with indig- even now rise grimly before me, as 1 think

ervation of

une

birds and animals.

dj iii-M-ratic

\
meet

in

sa, 1

StaU* « onvenlion has been called to
unento, California, on the 20th of June.

The coinct of ls;»s, after running to the outer
bounds of creation, has put his helm up and is com-

ing this way again.
The Kentuckians propose to buy Gen. Breekiua house.

ridgo

The fifteenth amendment has

gone through
To those who may question the effect of the nation upon this attempt. It would be worse what would have been my fate but for this
«'onueeticut Legislature, like a griping cathartic.
new plan upon the prosperity of Belfast, a than criminal folly to repel the only generous timely deliverance from
impending danger.
1 his pious Ashley has gone on his Montana mical route1'—leaving the location to the .judge- few considerations may be suggested. The friends we have found, to refuse the oiler to 1 buried my nose in said shirt bftsom and sion. Pity it wasn't Alaska.
It however distinctly original plan was to tap the lumber supply of make us financially secure, and to confer on clutched wildly at the door post for support.
ment of the Directors.
Mmiii l Nutter, the richest man in Virginia, left
Of all the lumber cut up- our city such magnificent advantages.
li T soon collected myself and stood
provides that over tin! fourteen miles from Moosehead Lake.
upright, £;{.ooo,ih>o for a female orphan asylum.
the upper tributaries of the would set us afloat again upon the sea of find with as much
dignity and composure as Six large steamers, all in a hunch, were burned at
Newport to Dexter, the new road should not on the Lake and
be located, as that route was already cover- Kennebec, nineteen-twentieth are floated doubt and disaster, to terminate in certain I could command, sought a seat, having lirst St. Louis last week.
The Postmaster General informs his admiring
ed by another charter, and the projected road down to the immediate neighborhood of Ken- ruin.
kindly thanked my rescuer. Then 1 prepardall's Mills before being sawn, where the waWe hear that the Maine Central interest is ed to give that woman such a look as she friends that he lias appointed six negroes as rail
leased to the Central.
road mail agents in Alabama and Georgia.
Thus it became imperative either that the ter power is exhaustless, if the road was run to forward to their champion in the CityHov- should always carry with her, ami make her
The Virginia election will be held on Tuesday
road from Newport to Dexter should be in- to the Lake, this lumber would still float down ernment an agreement to lease our line, if abjure forever long dresses.
I thought to
my- July ffth.
is
corporated with ours, or that, we should lease the river, because costs almost nothing to built to Burnham, and pay six per cent. We sdl it my eyes were only Itlmriei's spear,
Madame Paivpa will lift up her voice at the great
But when man- believe not one particle in their sincerity. wouldn't 1 transfix her! But one
tu the same corporation by which that is con- transport it in that manner.
glance, and • sing in Boston.
trolled. If we are asked why such a lease ufactured, it must tako some other convey- Their only object is now what it always has ail my fury tied. She was obliged to wear a
K.
Merrill's iron foundry, at South Paris, was
Belfast furnishes a shipping port forty been—to ruin our enterprise.
If th ratifica- long dress. She couldn’t do
was not made, and the road located as origi- ance.
any ditb-rentlv, burned, 011 1- riday morning, with a heavy loss.
miles nearer than any other.
ITe tap Moose- tion is defeated, they will leave us where we It was more of a
i’he \
< h mcellorN -oiirt in London has decidnally intended, we reply that after every efnecessity than a pleasure.
fort on their part to do so, during a period of head Lake, when ire reach Kendall's Mills. were before. The directors said, in the con- It was needed as a weight to preserve her ed against tie- Luffed States, in the suit to recover
t‘. M. Ka<*, who was agent of the (’onfrom
money
sought nor accepted, nor attempted to exer- incomprehensible.
Ilut it may be that the eighteen months time, the Directors of the The same is true of all the beautiful and fer- ference at Lewiston last winter, at which we balance, otherwise she must have tumbled federate government.
cise, the functions of any office whatever untile region above. No open winter harbor were present, that they could not afford to over. For
Iii in»>\ iug an old house in Biddofird, tin* skeleton
upon her head she curried tin conder any authority or pretended authority in colossal power which overshadows Europe Moosehead Lake Road found it utterly imposcan compete with ours for shipping agriculsix
cent, on our road.
We
know
that
tents
ot
a hot house, a small tlowcr
sible
such
a
front
to
effect
lease.
to
the
tlie
Neither
could
('nited
the
nation
created
States.
I
per
That
have
pay
hv
the
North,
hostility
garden, ol in unknown man win found'in the ground benot yielded a voluntary
support to any pre- genius of Peter the Great, and fostered by tli.i they make an arrangement to control the Dex- tural products. As showing the feelings of if by any inconceivable blindness t ie ratifica- ;md waving over her shoulder was a most neath it.
tended government, authority, power or conI’lie F.1U worth American *ay* the dwelling house
less remarkable genius of Catharine, ter road.
The records of our corporation the. people of the upper Kennebec in this res- tion of this lease should he defeate I, the Port- magnificent field of grass.
1 sighed us she nf Ambros, '*.‘ammou of
stitution within the United States, hostile or scarcely
Franklin wa* burned on
we
are
to
make
an extract land and Kennebec Road will immediately
vanished from sight at the Old Colony
permitted
.»! hist we* k
i’hetv w as it sinaii insurinimical thereto; and I do further swear or —semi-barbarous Russia—-may have have act- show the following official action taken in the pect,
Depot, Thursday
ar.ee.m tlie building.
But little of the content* ot
from a letter received from a prominent gen- turn its attention to building from Rockland
affirm that to the best of my knowledge and ed as our guardian Our acknowledged friend, endeavor to arrange this matter.
flunking what a glorious opportunity wa- tile house was
saved.
to Bangor.
ability 1 will support and defend tile Consti- calmly watching events, ready it need he to Nov. 13, 1S07. Voted, That Mr. Alden he re- tleman of that region—
Competing with the Central at tlie.n and there lost for some farmer to supply The Davenport Brothers .re
doing wonderl\d
tution of the United States against all enemies,
quested to correspond with the President of the
Vnmi Anson, May 12, 1809.
the latter place, at Belfast, and along the his “hundred head of cattle'’ with winter food.
espouse our cause, and pour down on niton Maine Central Kail road, ami request him to send a
thing' in the spiritual line, at Portland, according
1 lo my all means hope your Directors will decide
foreign and domestic; that 1 will bear true our
I wish people didn’t feel obliged to make to the Ad\crti>er.
enemies with the half disciplined and un- committee, to meet our Directors here, to confer on to connect with the Keiineliee & Portland Railroad. route, for passengers and freight to the west,
faith and allegiance to die same ; that 1 take
matters of interest relative to the Newport and I have no doubt it would be
for your ad- it would certainly sap that road to a serious
decidedly
this obligation freely, without any mental res- counted hordes that dwell in the mysterious
advertisements of themselves, or to
walking
t'apt. Nebemiali Rich, of ship Latldey Rich, of
Dexter, and Belfast and Mooseheud Lake Roads, vantage, and l am
ijuite as eontidenf it would also
in Liverpool April ttfitli, was struck with
ervation or purpose of evasion, and that 1 will recesses of her vast dominion—the
of and if they cannot meet here, to designate the time result m great lament to our town and this region extent, and cripple its ability to meet any obli- buy all the flowers and ribbons on Washing- Frankfort,
designs
a. and is danger
and place, that a committee of the board may meet
apoplexy while preparing f-»r
well and truthfully discharge the duties of the
generally.
to
us.
A
failure
to
the
rental
would
tlie Southern powers of Europe were effectu- them.
ton
street
to
one
gation
pay
put on
bonnet—distressing ously sick.
office on which I am about to enter—so help
By the extension from Skowhegan it would put
Jan'. 11, 1888. Voted, Directors Dickerson, Mil- your place in intimate connection with the northern throw the road hack upon our hands, with no thereby not only themselves, but paining thiTin* Boston Post has had u vporter among th
me God.’
ally check-mated. Her grim and terrible siThe above oath shall also be taken by all lence was our safety. When France and En- liken. Lancaster and Simpson lie a committee, to and western part of this county, and in fact with rolling stock, or means of oper.iting it.
eves oi all sensible beholders.
fortune-tellers of that city, and devotes-several colSome
of
the
the
whole of it. We should lie titty miles nearer
meet the Directors of the Maine Central Railroad,
the City and County officers before
The purpose to reopen the matter of a lease fashions ot to-day are monstrosities, which umns to tile subject.
entering gland interfere in tin- affairs of lids country, or a committee from their road, and confer with an open winter harbor than we now are.
them, in relation to the terms we can make witli
upon their duties and by all other State of- the Czar
Averil Knight of Deer Die, was struck with
The Skowhegan Reporter of last week is impolitic, unfair, and in ojposition to the ought not to be tolerated. Hut tlu-v are. and
moves towards Constantinople. And
ficers not included in the above provision.
them, provided we should want to run over their
lightning and instantly killed, w hile on board sell
rules that should govern honorable business 'by some otherwise sensible women, too, who -1.
I direct the vote to be taken upon each of it may be that tlie wild Cossack will again en- road from Newport to Dexter, or any other ar- says—
B. W eiil) at sea, May dd.
we
desire to make with them by
“It is said that this will be the nearest route for men.
It is an invitation to turn from open, dare not
the above cited
alone and upon the camp in tlie streets of Paris, while Yankee rangement withmight
disobey the commands ot the impeIn Boston Mr. Dyer has obtained a verdict o\
their road.
provisions
'connecting
them to make a connection. If the Belfast people,
oilier portions ol the said constitution in the iron-dads anchor in
Voted, That Judge Dickerson he chairman of said as it is stated, arc utter ship tlnibc-i they will find It fair and generous friends, from business saferious goddess and are insensible drawn into Stooo against a ga*. ••.mpany that sutbovd tbeii gas
linuhignc. We have no
committee, and that he correspond with Mr. Dunn, nearer than me I.akc, so that it can be shipped to
following manner, viz: Each voter favoring need to borrow trouble on the score of
ty and financial security, anil plunge again that which their better judgment condemns. to leak into hi* cellar, where it exploded and blew
any President of the Maine Central, immediately,to learn them
rail frail a point much nearer than that.
the ratification of the constitution excluding
by
him up.
I when they will meet this committee.
Will the stockholders It is a
The basin of the upper Kennebec abounds in such into a sea of troubles.
pardonable pride in a woman to want
the provisions above <inoted, as framed by the combination like that suggested.
Jan. 27, 1888. Voted, To instruct Messrs. Lan- lumber as they require. Belfast can then compete be so unwise ?
•lohn N. (K)odwin, formerly a mcniher oft ona well
convention of December 3d, 1XC7, shall exboot,
a
shaped
neatly fitting glove or gress from tlie
caster anil Milliken, to visit tVuterville at as early with Bath and Portland for the heavy freight. From
jiist district, has been appointed an
All Instance of the manner in which the in- a day as possible, to consult with Mr. Dunn and the our stand point it must lie a most favorable connecItress bis judgment iiy voting for the constiand
a pretty bonnet which is
dress,
becoming agent of tlie Treasury Department.
The interference of the clergy in politics,
tution. Each voter favoring the rejection of
tion for that section.
as voted at
Directors
of
the
Maine
Central
Road,
terests of the commerce of this country arc
It is her inalienable right, her preUnder the charter of that company a road can tie which came into use with the present radical to her.
Bangor, that lias plenty of whiskey, is short of
the last meeting, and report their doings. Voted,
tin; constitution excluding the provisions
her “born privilege" to make her- good water, and propose* to bring a supply from a
above ipioted, shall express Ids judgment by neglected by the radical administration and That the Directors visit the towns on the contem- extended liv the Hue already surveyed, to Solon,
rogative,
is
the
inventors.
The
Methplagueing
plated routes, go to Dexter and Newport, and then Bingham and such points further up as may be re- party,
self as charming and pretty as possible.
1 he 'heel hearing the unromantie name of Hat Ca*e
voting against the constitution. Each voter Congress, is furnished in the tonnage duties to
odist State Conference, at its recent session,
meet the Directors of the Maine Central, if they
quired by the business of the country.”
will lie allowed to cast a separate ballot for exaetedfram American vessels in Cuba. The will consent to meet ns.
Creator designed her for laces and embroid- Pond, in Dedluim. A large committee of eitizen*
The gentlemen who have leased our road saw tit to give
tr
its
expression
or
regret at the
has visited the spot, and astonished their stomachs
against either or both of the provisions
12,1808 Voted,That the committee rais-1
Washington correspondent of the X. Y. Her- edMahou
understand the business it will develope. course of Gov. Chamberlain, which has, as eries, in their proper place. She tits into them
above tpioted.
to confer with the Maine Central Direetors.be
by a drink of the fluid.
instructed to obtain from them a written obligation,
In testimony whereof 1 have hereunto set ald states the ease thus—
are experienced, and of excellent .judgat;d destroyed the naturally. They are as much a part of betThey
declare,
they
“crippled
.The wife of one of the men recently killed bv the
Advices have been received from Havana stating in regard to our connection with that Road, rofermy hand aud caused the seal ot the United that
It must do a large amount to pay the prohibitory law.” The K •uneliec Journal as the delicately tinted, and sweet I v perfum- nitro-glyeerine explosion at Bergen ( itv, sues toi
in consequence of flic want of ail understaml- ! iug to disinterested railroad men any question that ment.
States to lie affixed.
ed leaves are
damages. As *he recovered only several very
and that of Spain. may arise between the two roads, that cannot be interest, and it cannot do that large amount, reads that
part of the rose. She does ^.iiHin
ing between our
body a lecture on its duty, accus'lnali fragments of her husband, the price set
Done at the city of Washington, tills four- American vessels government
in < iilci are at the present lime amicably adjusted by the interested parties.
upon
not seem to me to be complete, to be a her loss does not seem
without
Belfast.
We
shall
it
exorbitant.
of
teenth day of May, in the year of our Lord j obliged to pay in every port of that island .me dollar,
greatly lienefiting
ing
“making up a record which will feed
June 23. 1888. Voted, That Director Alden he
in
the
woman,
truest
and
best
iu gold, more than au English vessel of the same added to the committee, to visit the Maine Central draw to ourselves trade from the shore towns the
one thousand eight hundred and sixtv-nine,
Meridian culled upon tin* Pre-Mcnt lu-t
acceptance of
malignant appetite of the enemies of the
and of the independence of the United States size and under the same circumstances, for each and Road Directors, and that said committee attend to of the
and eastern coast, trade that wo Republican party and of temperance reform." the term, without them. As for the men, I wt lv. :iml lmd some pleasant chat.
ton of her "Spanish" measurement.
bay
At
the
every
as
soon
us
a
cau
he
♦hat
duty
meeting
of America the ninety-third.
arranged.
do not believe there is one in a thousand, howdate of writing two vessels were ou the berth and
1 he Secretary of tin Treasury think- of
It will be
Well, it is amusing to see the engineer
July 1, 1808 Voted, That a committee of two Sonee had, but have lost of late.
creating
U. S. GRANT.
loading for New York, one English and one Amerever much they may rail at the extravagance :i sinking fund for paying the national debt, and u
be
Dickerson and Sliaw)
to the best land route to Boston for all the east(Directors
appointed
the
President.
hoisted
with
his
own
ican
both
class
At
It
was
a
American
matand
Hy
petard.”
Lloyd’s,
nearly confer with the Directors of the Maine Central
about
for
-mm*
good investment. \V«- rail
of women in general, lmt feels and would easting
the same size, and taking box sugars at the same
II win.ton Fish, Secretary of State.
A glance at the map will show ter of doubt with all think
Railroad, regarding connections; and other subjects ern region.
ng men whether
hi- attention to the lMfa-t ny 1m.ml-.
rate of freight. liotli had inward cargoes.
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and the American
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English
SERIOUS RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
pays
per
party
patted
clergy on the ed woman over one
It i- suid that in ( pton County,
Oct. 27, 1808. Voted, That A. \V. Johnson and
Georgia, dwell
S-.'f'. This stale of affairs surely needs no comcarelessly attired. It an old
which runs forty miles towards the interior back because
< Inc of the most serious accidents that has
ample oi \\ bom the hu-buml is one hundred
they happened lbr the time be- sounds
W. H. Simpson, l>c a committee to go to Waterville
ment.
well in print for men to hit at the and one years old and the wife is one vear his senioi
very
and confer with the President and Di- of the State, with a good harbor, always open,
ever occurred on the Portland, Saco & Portsforthwith,
ing to be on its side, would not find them
The English are attentive enough to their rectors of tie! Maine
Central Railroad, and see up'follies of women, and assert that they aught
1 in*le Sumuel i- going to repair Fort Pula.-ki. that
mouth railroad, occurred on Wednesday, to
and with a Railroad to the interior, cannot troublesome allies at a future
on what terms, if any, they will lease our road for
day. We are In Wear thick
commercial
interests
to
look
after
this
I he
imporIn* took so much pain- to hatter down a few
near South Berwick
train,
up
boots
ami
|
dressmorning
a term of years, and that it !>e left to their discretion
yearfail to thrive. There is not such an instance glad to find that even the allies of radicalism
linsey woolscy
•)unction. The engineer, Mr. Albert Dodge, tant matter, but the radicals busy in finding to
agree upon the lease and its terms.
es.
1 ilotit know oim who would walk the j ago.
All the interests of our city have some sense of
in tlie world.
and
discovered there was something wrong in the offices and
consistency
principle
for
Messrs.
and
the
1808.
That
Dkc. 9,
Voted,
Dickerson,
privileges
The sights seen by Tin steamer (Quaker < il\ e\
negroes
genstreets, witbout a sense of shame, with a Womrails a short distance ahead, lie reversed his
have been carefully guarded in the lease, so
eral scramble for the spoils, entirely overlook Milliken, Hay ford and 8haw.be added to the come Ill’s ion to
Furope, two \ rar- ago, are to hr publtshTelegraphic
Lying.
A
to
the
an thus arrayed, however much a
mittee, to visit the Directors of the Maine Central.
dispatch
she
engine and sounded the alarm “down brakes,” this
be
no
can
discrimination against ns in
there
lady
ed in a book.
wrong to their white seafairing people.
which instantly brought the brakesmen to
March 29,1809. Voted, That Director Millekiu
dated
at
[Associated Press,
Rangor, May 17, might he. But to dress well and overdress
\\ ben engineer I
their work. But they had hardly taken one Maine men, upon whom (his exaction is spe- from the committee, proceed forthwith to Waler- freight.
lg' ol the hxomotive North
Since our road was undertaken, and while denies the statement that the Portland and are essentially dillercnt. No woman can af- W ind, r-covered him-eli ufb r the rceent disastei
and confer with Mr. Dunn, President of the
villo,
turn at the brakes before the
ran
off
engine
cially levied, can see how their rights are Maine Central, and urge the necessity of immediate
at
N
if
It
Berwick
Juieti- ti, lie t«.ro oil hi- ve.-t to
Kennebec Railroad lias leased the Moosehead ford to lie overdressed. It is expensive alike
the track, the baggage car, mail oar, smoking eared
we have been waiting the dilatory motions of
uneowr the llesh which was so scald,
action for leasing our road.
for.
d bv the
ear and two
toher purse, her manners and her morals eitpiiig -team, and laid it on the bank. W'hile
Road, and says—
passenger ears following it. The
the
April 21, 1809. Voted, That the President and the Central, the Bangor people have actually
were raring for him, his watch was -t.»lThe charter of the latter
physicianengine ran along some little distance until it
that
Your
overdressed
Director Sibley be added to the committee, to confer
women
are
provides
always pert, t‘u from his
company
a road into the very region that we
graded
l
Our
tin1
road shall go by the way of Newport, ami does
pocket.
came to a culvert, when it went
genial brother of the Portland Tran- with the Maine Central Directors.
up and over,
vain and disagreeable, They have never an
were striving to reach, and ai'e now
A n excellent law for the
permit any such deviation from the true route
laying not
-mashing it badly.
protection of ft nil grow
Here are no less than toil attempts made to
script replies very happily to our suggestions
as tlie reported lease would require.
for
taste
in
and
invariable wear ers Was passed by the bile
colors,"
The baggage ear followed the
“eye
Legislature of this State.
engine and concerning “smut." I’pon a careful reading come loan understanding, all of which failed. the iron and preparing the engines and cars.
charter
no
such
The
u a
smashed up, as were the postal and smoksays
thing. It author- them incongruouslymixed. .Spendingall then- It provides a line of jjitjo and thirty days imprisouof his rejoinder, we conclude that he has be- These are aside from the numerous private The hulk of the trade which we were entitled izes the road to be built
ing ears. Two passenger ears were wrecked,
(we
quote the exact time and thoughts upon their dress, tln-v are niciu hit* orchard robbers, and the owner is authoris
to
that
route.
This
Bangor by
going
Inn not so badly as the others. They were all come a convert to our views. For instance letters written and conferences had, all with no to,
Aized to make arrests.
“from the city of Belfast, over the notoriously empty-headed and shallow.
words)
has taken away a large part of the induceto know that which they do not, makes
he says—
piled up on the track.
better success. The committees made journeys
.smiling
Mr. Samuel Springer of Itockhmd. while
most practicable route to Moosehead Lake,
engaged
Mr. Freeman Lamphrey, baggage master
them
and
ih.tl
ment to build in
unbearable. I’ll not pursue in ipiaiTving lime
direction.
flippant
We admit, however, that there is a distinction to
stone in that eitvafew
summer and winter, wrote letters, sent teledayssiiiee,
by
the
distance
from
to
Dexon the Eastern raliroad, was
excepting
Newport
be
the
theme
farther.
1 didn't intend to write
made between a witty allusion in an indelicate
seriously it not fatallv injuredbv the premature
terribly injured,
As a passenger route to the West, a connecbis ribs being all crushed in.
lie lived about subject and mere grossness, and are far from advo- graph despatches, and danced attendance on
ter." So far from committing it to go to New- a lecture, or say harsh things of my sex. ll discharge of a Mast.
tion at Newport is very circuitous. Starting
1
A woman ill Indiana, who, while a widow
an hour after the accident,
llis body was cating sqtieamistiness. We have in. patience with on the Managers of the Central road. They
it practically forbids it to go there. As was only the venting of spleen against the
with
those prudish people who an always scenting vulfrom Belfast, passengers would travel forty port,
taken to Hampton, N;. II., where he resided,
woman who caused so
a fall.
children, had married a widower with like incumin
but
no
inglorious
abundance,
where only a witticism was intended. The got promises
binding
we have said elsewhere, the lease has been
garity,
tie w as about 20 years of ago, and a favorite lambent flumes of wit
Warm weather approaches last. Last, Wed- brance-. became dissatisfied because tin
may play along the edge of
The policy of the Central man- miles, and be no nearer Boston than when
pious head
signed and approved by the Directors of both nesday the thermometer reached eight v de- of the family, in his
with the traveling public.
certain great facts of lunnaii life, but they must not I agreement.
on the ears.
first
With
a
road
prayers, asked blessings on his
they
stepped
end the veil which hides them.
agers seemed to be to lull us into security,
Albert Dodge, the engineer, was
and
awaits
the
the
sanction
in
which
was
of
shade,
only
grees
pretty comfort- own children and not on hers. She hit him nvei
badly That’s our
'to Rockland, the travel would naturally tend ^companies,
-c abled, but
able, especially for those who were abroad at the head with a lireshovel until he Included the.
hopes are entertained that lie will
tiie stockholders of this company,
ground precisely. We wouldn’t until we should have built our road to them,
in that direction, reaching Portland by wav
Ib' was brought back to Cape Eliza- for the world "rend the
recover.
As
the
about
noon.
air
grows hotter, and de- whole flock in his supplications.
veil.” But if there ami thus be. fairly in their (/rasp ami subject
beth in the train.
dust thicker, the dwellers of cities are turnELLSWORTH ITEMS.
is danger that any example of ours shall cause to their own terms.
No other inference can of Bath.
Tin' radical light in this State for the I’nited States
a
was
Joseph Reed, brakeman,
badly in- the
ing themselves mountain or seaward as tinEllsworth, May 17, 1809.
It is well known that the narrow gauge Inill 1-71. haTranscript to sail too near the "great fairly be drawn from their course.
already begun. It embraces
ease may he, eagerly intent oil getting a Senatorship
jured while engaged at his post.
On Saturday last, Jeremiah Shea, aged 14,
Charles Cram, a brakeman, received some facts,” and mar its pleasant columns, we shall
Meanwhile our road had been contracted terest has long sought a means of reaching
breath of “pure air.” Here, a- one of our some far-reaching and astonishing complications.
son of Michael Shea of this
to
came
his
city,
slight injuries.
city journals say, the “tide of emigration I.et tlie editor of till' I’tog. Age, who made such a
certainly hesitate. Emulating the self denial and graded a distance of twelve miles, to Bangor, where the Central road has had a death
The only passenger seriously injured was
by being entangled in a swing. He is setting toward the Adirondack-," led there fatal mistake last winter, take his slate and go to
of the Apostle—if smut "makelh our brother Brooks. At that point wo must make. our monopoly of tlm railroading. The projected
Mrs. E A. Stevens, of Saco.
She was sitting
fell across the rope, which by Ids efforts to by reading the much admired and very pop- figuring.
One course led us to Newport, Penobscot Bay and River Road, from Bangor
election.
in a ear holding u child when the accident oc- to offend,” we will have no more smut.
ular book “Camp Life, in the Wilderness" by
A (jtiiney. III., in: n asked Grant for
became entangled about his neck, causrise,
nil ...
curred. She suffered a fracture of both bones
another one to Kendall’s Mills, As prudent to Rockland, was intended to effect this. Now
Kev. Mr. Murray, pastor ot the l ark street | (.rani asked the in oi lor his ..mmcndntion. Man
When
life
The
discovered,
The
ing
«**tler
child
of
knees.
strangulation.
the
New
below the
Church. I have rarely read a hook in which | |.r«>.lti.‘.-.l
strongly nvommemling him to
escaped unhurt.
Washington correspondent
men, having in charge the property of their the Portland and Kennebec road can build
was nearly extinct.
A gentleman whose name we could not as- York Herald states that a few
I have been so interested, and 1 would recoin- •bums.m t<»r t In ‘dli. r. written ami signed bv {' S
days
ago fellow citizens to a very large amount, the directly from Bangor to Brooks, and secure a
4»rant; three war- ago.
Flvsmiled.
certain. had one leg broken, and a young girl the
On Friday, 14th inst., was launched from mend everyone who wishes to take comfort'
Secretary of State received an oflieial Directors could not move another inch
road from Bangor to
Knowltoii continues to write on the Montsuffered some severe contusions.
upon through line, or aid the
judge
to
a perusal of the pages of this little voluin -,
the yard of I. M. Grant, a schooner of 140
ot the proclamation of the
Spanish com- uncertainties. At this juncture, about four Winterport, and fill the gap of twelve miles
Mr. York, who was iu the postal ear, suf- copy
feeling assured that they will not be disap 'die Bond question, tin l:»>t lime in reply to some
tons, called the J. M. Kennedy, owned by
fered some bruises. lie found himself very mander Valmaseda announcing that all males weeks
from
We
are
conthe
latter
Brooks.
to
place
pointed. I say this in all sincerity. In token of his own political household. The Judge 1* able
ago, one of the Directors, upon his
suddenly mixed up with the mails, his ear found absent from their homes would he shot. individual responsibility asked and obtained fident that one of these plans will be carried Hall Bros. She is to be commanded by Capt. of the admiration which 1 have for this ex- I" lake care of the crowd. In Ins most reoeut letter
broken all in peices.
Leauder Smith, and is designed for the coast- ceedingly well written book it is so pleasant j he quoit s approvingly the sentiments of Hen. ButThe subsequent proceedings are detailed as
Then our secure and open
a meeting with lion. U. 1). llico, President of out very soon.
Mr. Brunei, the Eastern Express meseuger,
are so grand,
We respectfully submit that this is the Introler.
business. Another vessel for Hall Bros, and humorous, and the woods
received ns thorough a shaking as ever he did follows:
the Kennebec & Portland Railroad. Accom- harbor will invite shipments from all iliree- ing
and cool, and inviting, and the lakes nestle in duction ot new matter in the
case, not contemplated
is
to be put on the stocks
in
the
wrote
a
note
“He
in his life, and had his
to
the
immediately
immediately
so cosily among the mountains, and the trout , at the
Span- panied by another Director who volunteered tions.
clothing almost stripoutset,
l ake any form hut that !
same yard.
1 can almost
ped from his body, He was in the express ish minister, Mr. Roberts, calling His atten- to
so large and nice.
are
are
Why,
Nor
is
still
this
more
amall. There
\\ • arc indebted to Mr. Kdward
go with him, they met at Bangor. After
ear at the time, and his
Johnson, of this
taste them now, and smell tin
packages were sadly tion to its infamous provisions, and stating the
appeti/.ing
citv, now in Siou\rity, Io\vu, for a pamphlet
demoralized.
The York County Independent, is the aroma of
that such a mode of warfare was repugnant
object of the meeting had been stated, bitious schemes for us in the future. Some
lie
venison.
giving
roasting
portray-.
be tolerated, es- viz: to see
In the smoking ear there were six
upon what terms a lease could be years ago, a railroad was projected from the j title of a new p.iper that we find upon mu- them all with such a skillful hand .John, too, | inhumation of the free lands of low a.
gentle- to civilization and could not
men, all of whom
received bruises and pecially as its execution might involve the effected,
The largest and most powerful log w histle in the
Judge Rice very frankly said that interior of Maine through Canada, across table, a handsome weekly, issued at Saco, by is such a model of a guide, lb know-just
wrenches. Among them was Mr. Ch;is. Con, death of many American citizens who were
where to go, and cooks such delicious break- world is to bo put in its.. Thatcher's
off
if the Directors of the Moosehead road were Northern Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Wm. S.
of Portland, who sustained bruises on the in no way connected with the insurrection.
Noyes & Co., late of the Rockland fasts for Mr. Murry, who proceed- to -ur £:dem. Mass. It i> to In worked by a Island,
ten-horso
be ready about the 1st
and
will
steam
p.over
head and had one of his wrists badly wrench- Mr. Roberts visited the State Department and under any obligation to the Maine Central, 1 taco tab and Nebraska, to Oregon and the Patriot. The publishers announce that the In- round
engine,
trout
to
that
bourne; of June.
pancakes, “send
ed. Mr. C. says it is a wonder how any one complained that the tone of Mr. Fish’s note express or implied, he had no desire to enter mouth of the Columbia river. It has been in
dependent will be what its title indicates, a from which no trout ever returns, and then
so
sudden
the
was the ac- was too harsh and hardly warranted by
escaped being killed,
Wall street is c\eiU <I about the disappearance of
upon the matter. But if they were untram- large part surveyed, and may be seen on paper which will not be arrayed with either seizes upon a tin quart lull ot notice, and soon
cident and so thorough was the smashup.
proclamation. Mr. Fish called the attention melled and
finds himself gazing at the bottom of the dish. a broker, taking with him about £100,000 of other
their
true interests lay in most of the large maps of recent date.
of
the
It
of
the
but
thought
to
parties
itreserve
day,
The cause of the accident is attributed by of tlie minister to the terms of the proclamaThe joke of the thing is you keep! people’s money.
He savs
the engineer to some persons tampering with tion, and plainly informed him that if the the direction of his road, he would consider the was lost sight of in this country during the self the right to comment upon public affairs
doing so right along, until you arise a bigger
on Tuesday Samuel
The Free Press
Springer
the rails.
The spikes in the chairs of two of Spanish authorties kept on in this way they subject and lay it before the Directors of his war. It is now being revived, under the at all proper times. We feel confident that if not a better man.” The only thing in the
<•1 Hoekland, w bile quarry ing linn* stone was blown
the rails were found drawn and thrown aside, would get the whole civilized world against
is
that
to
wonder
an
which
book
at
Orthodox ul» by the premature discharge of a shot on which
company. A conference with nearly the full name of the Continental Railway, and promi- the Messrs Noyes will give the public an exthem. Mr. Roberts admitted that the proclaand the rails appear to have been moved.
w as engaged, containing some four lbs. of
powboard, at Portland, followed, where a com- nent gentlemen of this State, in the narrow cellent newspaper, one that will be a credit clergyman sootild eha-e a ghost ot or Phantom he
Another theory is that the extreme heat ot mation was rather strong, but thought it was
and then have the cour- der: he was thrown into the air s or 10 feet, badly
moonlight
Fallsby
mittee
of
the
P.
cut and bruised.
&
K.
His
its
burned,
Hon.
of
from
are
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to
road,
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leg
ankle
to
the
more
and
witli
interest,
a
and
we
gauge
among
promoters.
view
to
rails
them
trust
consisting
threw
also profitable to
locality,
yesterday warped the
frighten people
age to relate it to the public. What is the! the knee w as complceily smashed up, rendering au
into submission than any other purpose.’’
R. D. Rice, (leu. Shepley, William D. Sewall. They are associated with other eminent
out of line.
[Portland Advr,
world coming to?
capi- the proprietors.
amputation necessary
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CITY AFFAIRS*
1WCUWA0LE. BELIEF I® AT 1KAWU !
In Citv Council, May 17, 18T.9. Geo. O. Bailey was
a mgm compositor into the govern- |
,1111mlii'
to tiie voice of experience, one
elected City Marshal; Kzra Bickford was elected ( ity.
Wokd to the I)vino should arrest the attention
nf printing oiti.'.v, The white type-stickers don't
Tax Collector; James K. Burgess was chosen Surveyor
of Young Men in our community,
of woo 1 and bark. Reports; Of Com. to employ draw and wake the alarm
nt nim there.
are sinking under that long array of evils
tender: that John Stephenson had been employed at $U» where so many
dreadful
that
scourge, solitary vice, and
,j,■,• i» on foot to place a sternum* upon ih* j per vcar, accepted. Of Com. on By Laws. Reporting that arise irom
\
delining the duties of City Marshal and ; otli«ir indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen.
,1,’. ot Kiver and Bay to ply between this «-iiv uu ordinance Ordinance
is
too
and suffering in enervated
ere
it
late,
read and passed. Of Com. to : Young Men,
city Police.
1 iiNW-»rih, toueliing at Belfast, Ca-line, I>«*er
old ago, arising from that secret habit
contract for support of paupers. That they had contract- | youth a premature
with
and
Mount
l)e-m*l,
connecting
the
health
and the mental powduwiek.
bodily
rd with Harrison Hayford, at $2200 per year for 5 years. | which undermines
mt-ide steam r at Belfast. There i- no doubt Read and accepted. Of Com. to widen Front street, j ers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FREDto
all
,iii" indicated would be a great eonvonie.-e
Recommit led to Com. on roads. Of Coin, to call on Con- ERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston.
when unerring
tractors of Railroad, that they would pay $250 to he rid j Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go
j»l:i«-.*s named, and also to the large and inmea
sensible
of making the Point road. Recommitted. Pirn nows. ; symptoms tell you your condition, when you are
mi ml or of pleasure seekers who -eck out eoa st
Loss
and ProstraBack
and
in
the
Weakness
Limbs,
east
of
the
side
walk
on
that
and
3?
others,
II. O. Russell
h summer.
[Bangor Whig.
Muscular Power, Deside be repaired. Read and Surveyor instructed to repair j tion of the Animal Functions and
Russell and 7 others, for repairs on rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
-eph Bartlett. Ks<p, editor of the Bangor .It t- the same. if. O.
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Park street. Surveyor instructed to reside
walk
upon
•oian, lias returned from hi- Florida trip, with
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
High-j
pair the same. Okdkks. No. 24 delining limits of
labor ; a Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory,
way districts same as last year, and fixing price of
uni 'll improvem«ml in health.
in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression ol
Restlessness
authorNo.
2.‘>,
at twenty cents per hour until Sept. 1st;
thousand dollar'worth of Jubilee tickets izing Mayor to make sale ot the old hearse; No. '20, ii\- j Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude, a Longing tor
! nl>
Evil
oneand
sovsn
at
Change,
Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
ing compensation of Tax Collector
-old in Boston on Monday.
Mental Uneasifourth mills; No. .’7, assigning to the Pauper I'und from j ol Solitude and Retirement, Timidity,
for
No.‘2s
ness, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost terminFund, eight hundred dollars;
A lire in Brewer, on Monday night, burned the the Contingent
when nature
Committee ’Messrs. 1* erguson, Allard and Moore) to wail ating in absolute madness. Go, young man,
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
uoon Railroad Contractors and request them to keep the
iage shop of Bolton A Carlton.
wise course. Go to
Point road in condition for travel, were read and passed. no false delicacy deter you troin the
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when
Bangor is to celebrate its centennial anniversary,
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
.,d ,i .ommittee of tiie City Council lias been uplias cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission
Inquiry is made ibr the plans ol the survey ami
and other terrible inllictions from this fruitful cause ot
iiitcd to make arrangements therefor.
i
made
111•.
to
Walen
Hidl'ast
of :i railroad from
disease.
In Boston, a veioeipedist undertook to go four
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, > enereal Comliuttcriicld. about twenty year- a.ifo. plaints, and others ol a similar nature, have no fears of
i,while hu Indian was ruuiiing three. The by Mr.
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
Am
face’s invention badly.
knowledge ol the ]<re-eiil
beat the
and he has cured more
i-
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Saturday Evening, May

Listen

person having

<>l tin; field note- and plans
favor
will confer
by communicating: with
Ohio, a trader, in endeavor- the editor *»t this paper.
At a tire in
:i,, »uve some of his goods, was caught by the
oiling wall, and held until burned to death, in full
Notes to Subscribers and Correspondents.
-ight of his family and friends.
F. (i. 0. ltockl.net. Wo -hull always bo ntoased to
i.Mliee-seek«*r.s are alarmed at the report that
bear from you. Anything from your locality will be acrunt’s family is to !*• increased hv the marriage of
ceptable.
his sister.
It if, proposed to build in New 'l ork a first-class
.1,1. to he vK voted to the exclusive use of negroes.

The Hay-View House has been thoroughly rciiov ited,
and is now readv to receive company. Mr.
liiiston informs us that he bus more rooms engaged for the coming season, than any previous year
his house was erected, This speaks well for
the proprietor, and is not a bad compliment for
< jiinden.
It is one of the most delightftil ]daces in
''Ummer, there is in Maine, and had we another hothe
to
Hay-View House, both of them would
equal
rilled to their utmost capacity. [Camden Herald,
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Mr. William P.
Tlip astonishing Rase Bull
with a full corps of SWISS

ing

Methodist Mini-tor find

promi-1

close observation, lie was convienced that when
has a learned article on used modcratelv, find as a medicine exclusively,
At the amo
wore all that was recommended.
In' subject of Hen Clams, a delicious bivalve which they
time In- warned his lieaivr- not to till the corf: too
natives capture in the sands ot Old Orchard often, for they were far too pleasant a tonic to trillWhen shelled out, they resemble, as nuieli w ith.
It. u-h.
imis anything, an old continental cocked hat, it our
M.uinoi.ia Wvit.r. Superior to the
and sold at half tie pri«
leinory is correct. We have ph*asant recollections ported (lei man Cologne,
i a breezy August afternoon on the Heach, and a
The all-gone hading wliieh people sometime.- speak
mak- of, i- caused by want of proper action ot the liver
merry party around a pot of hen clam stew,
and
heart. These may he assisted, and the bowelug fragrant the Summer air.
regulated, hv Parsons’ Purgative Pills in small
to
doses.
Hie Sandwich Islander# want to l>c annexed
The man who ale Captain Cook,
t„ I Tnlted States.
Com and Flour arc staphs art i« l<*s; hut nm more
dive, might become, by the civil rights bill, a eit- so than .John- -u’s Anodyne 1 /uiinicnt .where known.
It is good for children* or adults, for any interna!
a in good standing.
soreness of the <diest or bowels, and the best Pain
i Ik- man who first dustiictly predicted a Pacific Killer prepared, under whatever name.
ii-wtnl was l.evvin Gaylord Clark who wrote in
All feel the necessity at times
OvK.lt Fakrtion.
•vis: “The reader is now living vvlio will make a
ol something to tone tip the -ystem. wasted and dew ay trip across the vast continent.”
pressed by over mental or pliysieal exertion. InA Boston paper is “in favor of women voting ii stead of resorting to aleoholie or medicated stiinuIn*v want to." A western oaper “would like to l uit-. Use Speer's “Standard Wine Hitters," the base
tin* man w bo c *uld make tiieiu vote if they didn’t of which is his pure Wines.
They are Miperscding
: all others now offered to ihe pulilic.
want to."
Try tlicin and
I
we say.
what
of
will
be
convinced
( ;<j»r. John
\V
Knowlton, of sell. Elizabeth ol you
Sold by Druggists.
Uoekland, .severely stubbed Policeman James D.
in
Meloon, at Portsmouth, on Friday last. He is

Indepemlant

Saco

l'lie

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ustody.
A woman has built in Detroit a substantial house
.•til of the protits of match peddling in the streets of

Wharfage

hat city.

exposing
price of the

The papers
to raise the
11

a

article by

pretended

the GltKAT SPIitlTCAL

the Pacific road took

over

vm)

passengers.
Three children w ere buried by the caving in of a
and hank in Cleveland, Ohio, Sunday, and were
11 discovered for twenty-eight hour*.

The deuce G to pay with the gold market. The
aire lias run up to 1.4*2, with < on sequent excitement and several heavy failures. The Grant adiiiuistration don't seem to have the steadying infliithat

!,i e

was

predicted.

teamster named Samuel Smith, feu from his
art i,! Bangor, was* run over and killed.
A

taken from the Lizzie Major
r
ill.* Spaniards, not content with getting hi* liberty. wants this government to collect his little hill for
detention!
I'h

;;.-m

who

was

'veklr* G going to reap tin*

diplomatic field In

"pain.
LOCAL ITEMS, &c
A Wxi.izrxo Hen.
One of our neighbors, on
hurch street, who is a poultry fancier, hits a hen
.1 singular habits.
Sin* lias attracted the attention
»r
tin* neighborhood by getting in conspicudu*
places and executing waltzes—turning round and
round rapidly, to tin* music of a curious squawking
song of her own. We have repeatedly watched her
in this exercise, and thought we could detect tin*

If your

DEIl*.
brief
Speni
■iM

il.

hasn’t the

1*0 W-

Powders, send

a

Payton

1>., Ron 5817, Nr.w Yoke City,

and those

Klerious,

w

be mailed to you,

if your disease to

oiiHer-w

post paid.

ovltlng Powilci's will
1 box

*8. ** box«*»

alterative, and the alkali In the Seaweed, which this
preparation is made ot, assists the stomach to throw out
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic

■'tops and figure of the polka, redowa, lancers, <fc<\
v\ »• have been pained to observe the Treasurer of
tin- Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad, who is a

eradicates eruptive

upwards
II.

of lb years.

5lH

Jf&.

House &

G,

SUPERPHOSPHATE!
Superior Article,

calico,

MrsT m7X"woodcockT~

light

■

BONNETS, HATS, RIBBONS,

FLOWERS,

Iy20
liie spot through mud and ruin, to find thutsome- gists.
isidv had set on lire a pile offence rails. The i>eoTHOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY OF COMII.
the blood, which
ple over there will And it for their interest to have a PLEXION must purify and enrich
Hklajhold’s Conokntkatkd Extract Sarsaparilstop put to such jokes. They should remember the la invariably does. Ask lor HelniboUVs. Take no other. ! BiH.~>
story of the boy who cried wolf so many times for
“
ttin that when the animal actually did come, no one
OUT OF SORTS.”

to

ly Ash, Thorougliwort, Rhubuib, Mandrake, Dandelion,
*c., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
and their effect is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure
Liver Complaiut, Jaundice, Costivcnesr, Headache, Piles,

Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness,
burn, Flatulency, Loss ot Appetite, all kinds ot humors,
and every disease arising irom a disordered stomach or
Heart-

ments, will upiiear ut Pierces Hall on the evening
of the 22*1. (leorgle Dean Spaulding, the wonderful bad blood,
druggists.
harpest, accompanies the troupe.
ailed to the announcement of n
Promenade Concert, by the Ladies of the Culver-uliot Society, at Ilayford Hull, on the evening of
Attention is

May

‘27.

it

promises

to

i>e

a

pleasant

occasion.

( apt. Augustus White, of this city, goes out In
command of the ship Louis Walsh, now loading coal
at New York for Panama.
He has been mate of

the

ship heretofore.
outspread wings of which

Au eagle, the
over seven

river on

feet,

was

shot

on

measured

the eastern side of the

lGw.IGsp

NOT A FEW of the worst disorders that aillict
kind

arise

Extract
value.

man-

from corruption ot the blood. IIkuiuoi.d's
Sarsaparilla is a remedy ol the utmost

QUANTITY va. QUALITY. Hklm mold’s Extract
Sarsaparilla. Tho dose is small. Those who desire
a large quantity and large doses ol medicine ERR.
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA cleanses uud renovates the
blood, instils the vigor ol health
into the system, and purges out the humors that make
disease.

HEUMBOLD’S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA, is the great Jllood Purifier.

o

Monday.

One of the amusements of our city is
every morning in the principal streets.

•fudge Dickerson

GEO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all

is

holding court

a

dog-fight

at Alfred.

IN T11K SPRING MONTHS, the system naturally
undergoes a change, and Hklmbold’s Highly Concentrated Extract of Sarsaparilla is an as
sistant of the greatest value,
!

j

At her Rooms

M.

iy

i

„„oir_

main

B.F~

STORE,

Street, IIEI.TAST.

DENNIS,

TUNER AND
REGULATOR
-OF—
PIANO-FORTES, ORGANS AND MKLODEONS.
From Chiekering Sc Hons, Hallctt & Cumston, and Hallet t, Davis & Co’s celebrated Piano Forte Manufactories,
Boston. Also, Tuner to

THALT5ERG and
Will be

in

GOTTSCHALK,

—THE GREAT PIANISTS.—
Belfast this week. Orders may be left at

WASHBURN’S BOOKSTORE.

YOUNG

HIGHLANDER!

THIS splendid horse will be nine years old
next June, weighing 1,200 lbs., stands 15 1-2
hands high, and is a coal black color, lie was
?-■ I rLmU. imported from l'rince Edward’s Island, llis
dam a thorough bred English mare. We claim that this
horse has not his superior in this State lor speed and
draught, being good size, line style, compact build, and
docile and pleasant to handle
a good clean gait;
in single or double harness. This horse took the lirst
premium for thoroughbred horses at the Waldo County
Those wishing to
Fair in 1807.
their stock
would do well to call and examine said horse before being served elsewhere. He will stand the present season
as follows—
Jlelfast, SATURDAYS ; Prospect Marsh. TUESDAYS.
The remainder of the week at the subscriber’s stable in
North Searsport.
TCIIHN
Single Service, $5. Season, $7. War-

[y“y\

perfectly

improve

ranted, $H».

Surgeon,

All Mares disposed of will be considered with foal.
Colts will be holdcn lor amount of services.
E. W. SKAVEY.
North Searsport, May 10,1800.
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REBECCA

SARAH

DELORA

Having Leased the Elegant Store
in this Block for
years, and

term of

a

sparing

pense in making it
FIRST CLASS

a

very liberal
both from City and

have received

They

patronage,
Country.

already

our

A HE KEPT

FOR

SALE

SCHOOL and CLASSICAL BOOKS
Of the various kinds

Miscellaneous,

used in Waldo County.

Account, ami

BIBLES, TESTAMENTS,

Writing Bonks,

AN%

IIYMN BOOKS,

TIIEcommencing

at the Town road, between Luther
Davis’ and Henry Whitney’s, in Freedom; thence southsome
road that will best convene the
to
Intersect
erly
public, and pray your Honors to locato the same.
chosen by the
uw atii a v H.1ULLLK
h iriTr r fr \
JONATHAN
t0 petition.
ISM.
Freedom, April l‘J,

SfJA \ VLS,

in

of

Maine

Waldo,
County Commissioners’ Court,

April

ss.

Term,

D.

1809.

foregoing petition,
ON Commissioners
Freedom,
day
tho

Ordered, That the County

meet at B. B.

TOOTHAKERS, in

FANCY OOIHW AYI» TOYS.
on the second
of September next, at ten
LADIES’ WORK BOXES, WRITING DESKS, FANCY o’clock A. M.; and thence proceed to view the route set
forth in tho petition; immediately after which at some
BOXES, SATCHELS, LEATHER HAGS, POIU'Kconvenient place in tho vicinity, a hearing of tho parties
MONNAIE9, WALLETS, POCKET BOOKS,
and their witnesses will be had, and such further measCARD CASES, CARD BASKETS, DRESSures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall
ING CASES, SEWING BIRDS, THEMjudge proper. And it is further Ordered, that notice of
ISLES, EMERY. WHITE WAX,
the time, place and purposes ot tho Commissioner’s meetBACKGAMMON BOARDS,
ing aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations
CHILDREN’S GAMES, TOYS.
interested, by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk ot tho town of
TOUGT A 1ATICJI.ES.
and by posting up the same in three
public
HONEY SOAP, TOILET POWDERS, HAIR OIL, Freedom,
by publishing tho same In the
places in said town, and
WASH
BALLS, PREPARED CHALK, HAIB
Republican Journal, a public newspaper published in said
DYE, SHAVING SOAP, PINK BALLS, TOICounty; said publication and each of the other notices to
LET SOAPS, POWDER PUFFS, OX MARbe thirty days before the time appointed for said view,
ROW, SHAVING CREAM, COMBS,
that all may appear and be heard if they think proper.
BRUSHES, AND HAIR PINS.
Attest, S. L, MILLIKEN, Clerk.
49*Traders, Teachers, and others supplied on the
Copy of petition and Older of Court.
most favorable terms.
3wH*
3w44
Attest, S. L. MM.LIKEN, Clerk.

an-

u lationul Company, iliurteml
speeial act of C’oiijrew. l*b*.

l»>

It ha* ajpaiil-up capital of $1,000,000
It offer* low rate* of premium.
It ftirnislae* larger insurance than other
coiupanie* for the *ame money.
It i« definite and certain in its terms.
It is a home company in every locality
It* policies are eiempf from attachment.
There are no unnecessary restriction* in
the policies.
Every policy i* uon-forfeituhle.
l*olicies may he taken which pay to the
insured their full amount, and return all
the premiums, so that the insurance co*t*
I only the interest on the annual payment*
I Policies may he taken that will pay to tl»«j insured, after a certain ininther of y ear*
during life, an annual income of one tenth
the amount named in the policy,
.To extra rate is charged for risks on the
live* of females.
It insures, not to pay' dividends to policyholders, hut at so low a cost that dividend*
w ill he impossible.
Circulars. I*wmp!ilets and full particulars
given on application to the llraiu li Office
of the Company, or to
ROLLINS &

CHANDLER, J Merchants’ Exchange.
Street, Boston.

4 oliars and

H. L. LORD’S.

Gall at No. 10

High

St.

Jc$L .US’

O Xj A

Hitters !

Wine

The Boat Medicine in tlio World'
Composed ot Dock Hoot, Sarsaparilla, link Ko.-e
Wintergreen, Dandelion, Wild Clurry, i horoughvvot
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark. Khubarb, &e. For Weakness

Loss of Appetite, Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach,
Piles ot loug standing, Humors, and all diseases which
arise trom ail unhealthy stale ot the Stomach. Boweland Blood. For which valuable Hunts and Jlerh.-,, and
the knowledge ot their peat ser vice to suilering humanity, man cannot feel too thankin'. to Him who provide !
uh with all things.

a

LONG LI IK of UKALl'H and HAPPINESS is

following classes ot peoph The MKCHANH w1.
from his constant lu-door labors, not having 111!i* i* 11•
the

We have just
INVOICE of

LACE

AND
—

SICE—

PAISLEY SHAWLS
LIGHT—

Cloaks and Cloakings,

HOSIERY,

to the bracing and relreshiug air out of doors b.
weakened at the stomach, m-rvous, pule imlHcklood not relishing ndr properly digesting, it,
his
ly;
should take these Bitters, and freeh too, in order to g< »
his system up, right and strong, and .11 pi line cututt! io.i
to go through the warm weather in good shape, with hi*
constant daily labors. The exhik-rutiug and • U n-i a.
[lower of the Dock Hoot, Dandelion, Poplar and ITcklv
Ash Bark is what will bring him uj and nuke him
physical^ speaking, once more a man. lire Mild (H‘t
KLlATlVE will tind this medicine the very thincleanse the blood and strengthen tin system, and e. •,
The l’Al.K and <.mn lil A(
mild anti pleasant to take,
TIFUL LADY has but to take this compoun 1 in eh u
1
d
she will be speedily restored to health, leant
< I.KIlu V M A N
Hie HONEST FA KM Eli th.
unci/.
>1
El
M
A
IIY
IIABIIS
MEN
OF
and
and LAWVKK,
—this Is your medicine. Alt r one
using it, you will
It will improve jou twenty
never be without it.
five per cent. TheMAKINKK will tind it the lax m
ielne in the world for his use. It makes him, while at
sea, hearty and rugged, and capable <Tgr at endurance
aud exposure; and when on shore, it nmivab s hi- Id..
and restores and repairs his system.
The largest bottle, the lowest prhv, and the most .-1
fectual remedy in tin* world.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Cluritald
Meclumie’s Association.
Caution Extra. Owing to the great popularity and
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may c .me m
in the market, hut as you value your lit.' and health..le
Sherry Wine
sure and get the genuine Dr. Clarke's
Bitters. See that the portrait o! Dr. Clarke ami my 1
u b 3»
t ie.
N
simile signature are upon the label ot
L. M, BOBBIN"
other is genuine.
access

comes

■

YVcakm

ss

and Loss ot

Appetite

Cur-d.

Mass., duly !<:,

1 have used sewt.ii
Dear Sir
I)lt, E. U. Ci.AKK
ties of your Sherry ll'ine Hitters fur YVeukms- l— :
state
ol the stom.e'i ami 1
Appetite and an
consider them the best Bitters now before ti e j.i:»11.•.
to
the syst-in, ui.d 1 must
They add new life and vigor
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled wild
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking feeling which \v»- ;n
subject to In warm weather.
I remain yours most respectfully,
J. YY'. ADAMS, Essex st., Melrose, Mas-.
K

GLOVES,

—

unhealthy

>

WORSTEDS
—AND—

FANCY GOODS
in endless

Variety,

all at PRICES

by MANY LADIES in

known

the COUNTY.
r.AItOK ASSOliTMKNT OF

A

Lace

Nottingham
hand and
have

As we

Rockland,

selling VERY
another

we are

quantities;
enabled

Curtains,

an
to

LARGE

obliged

to

CHEAP
.STORE in
in large

buy

ADVANTAGE we are
give our Customers.

}
\
A.

jm

Company effers llie follow ing adv

If

Groat I <iriotij, 7nrlmhrrj

—

A&ent
j $owu
State

<

1

road,

STATIONERY.

Note, Letter, and Cap Paper, ruled and plain; Envelopes
ol all sizes; Drawing, Fancy, and wrapping Papers;
Steel Pens; Ink; Slates; Pencils; Rubber; Penholders : &c., Ac.

OFFICERS.
CLARENCE If. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive
mlttee.
HENRY D. COOKE Vice-President.
EMERSON VV. PEET, Secretary and Actuary.

desired, let these Bitters be taken particular!., in the
Sprint/ and Warm Seasons of the var, and espeeia.ly by

WHITE GOODS.

Commissioners, Waldo, Maine, April Term, 1869. on
undersigned respectfully represent that the public convenience requires the location of a County

of County

ot
Company is transacted
general cuiieapohdeuce dmuldbcud

LARGE Stock

LARGE

a

published

To the Honorable Court

PHILADELPHIA,
business
the

Whore the general
ami to which all
dressed.

To all Persons both Sick and Well!

SPRING DRESS ROODS,

STORE,

CONSTANTLY

SUMACH OIT'iri’,

replenish

of NEW Goods.
received

a

Wo have boon

induced to

public

STREET (Opposite

FULL.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

Sherry

place

AMERICAN HOUSE

PAID IX

VEGETABLE

DRY & FANCY GOODS

ON

BELFAST BOOK

CAPITAL,-$1,000,000,

X> IcL.

of

rpilF

AT WASHBURN S

CASH

Emporium

Proprietors

Tuesday

Approved Jli.v 25. 18(18.

Here’s Health for the Million!

ex-

no

so

Betsy

CHARTERED ill A SPECIAL ACT OF CONGRESS

CUFFS AT

WHEREAS

1

WASHINGTON, D. C.

(piray's Linen

N"ANCY

far as your Petitioners have been able to ascerowned,
rilHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- tain, by the following named persons, severally, to wit
William
Holt, Geo. Holt, Harvey H, Smalley, Wilson
1 cernod, that he has been duly appointed and taken
John and David Pierce, Benjamin F. Field,
upon himselt the trust of Administrator ol the estate of Colcord,
Thomas
Hayes, William H. Fogler, Simeon A. Heath,
James K. Files, late of Monroe, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he William Chaples. heirs of D. G. Poor, heirs of Salathiel
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said Nickerson, William Cunningham, Alexander Shibles,
deceased’s estate to make Immediate payment, and those Hazen McKeen, Franklin Brier, Mrs. Moses Brier, Moses
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for W. Furguson, James Holmes, Samuel Otis, James Milof City Point Cemeler, James Gammons,
45
TIMOTHY MAYO.
settlement to him,
tery, Robert Bray, Samuel Otis, Kbenezcr Newell, George
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- Sides, Calvin Monroe, or Devisees of Hollis Monroe, J.
1 cerncd. that she has been duly appointed and taken S. Gilman, Winslow B. Holmes,Lot V. Bartlett, Isaac F.
Oslioa P. Clark, Henry Jackson,
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the es- Gould, George Walls,
tate of Helen It. Washburn, late of Winterport, in the John Marden, Nehcmiah Johnson, Mrs. Sarah Leveu
Horace
Littlefield,
diLittlefield, Waldron Prime.
as
the
law
saler,N.
of
bond
deceased,
Waldo,
by giving
County
rects ; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted Samuel Gould and E. Littlefield, Horace Littictield and
W.
N.
Watson Roberts, Betsy
and
estate
to
Crosby,
Crosby,
make
immediate
to said deceased’s
payment,
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the Crosby, Horace Roberts, E. L. Prime, Horace and Adeline
Albert
T.
Roberts,
Collins, H. Hall,S. L.
to
her
W.
Cilley,.J.
same for settlement
Kelly, Esq.,
attorney, F.
Ilubbs, E. G. Hall, Rachel Bowen, Loren Rose, and
at his office in Winierpurt, in said County.
unknown.
other
to
Petitioners
45
MARGARET WASHBURN WARD.
parties your
Aud whereas said Company is desirous to take so much
of the lauds aforesaid, covered by said location and conTo the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of'
tiguous thereunto as may be required for the construction
Waldo,
and necessary convenience of said road, as provided by
rpiIE UNDERSIGNED, guardian of MARIAM E. and law.
1 IVORY N. CLARK, minor heirs of Ileury G.
Wherefore said Company respectfully prays that the
Clark, late of Frankfort, in said County, deceased, re- Hon. County Commissioners aforesaid may proceed, afand
that
said
seized
minors
are
ter
dne notice to the parties interested, to estimate the
posspectfully represents
sessed ot certain real estate, situate in Frankfort, and damages sustained by the parties aforesaid, whose real
more
as
the
78
or
known
and
acres,
estate
Henry
containing
less,
may be required and taken lor the purposes aforeGeorge farm. Also another lot situate in Prospect, be- said, according to the form of the Statutes in such cases
half
flint
undivided
acres,
an
an
of
50
about
made and provided.
part
ing
advantageous offer of one hundred and thirty-nine dol- Dated at Belfast the twenty-second lay of April A. I).
lars, has been made by Ira Allen, of Frankfort aforesaid,
1.8611. Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company,
which offer it is for the interest of all concerned, immeBy A. HAYFORD, President of said Company.
diately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put on interest lor the benefit of said minors.
Static or Maine, \
W it isRtforio your petitioner prays your honor to grant
Waldo, as. \
her a license to sell and convey said real estate ol said
Coi'nty Com missioned s’ Court, April Tkkm a. I>.
Widow’s
the
the
dower
reversion of
minors, (including
ISO'.).
thereon,) to said Ira Allen, for said sum.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the County
HARRIET P. CLARK.
Commissioners meet at the Clerk of Courts Office,
In Belfast, on the 21st day of June next, at ten o’clock
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for the A.
M.; and thence proceed to view the route of the RailCounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. road and the premises set forth In the Petition; immediD. 16C'J.
in the vicinity,
after which at some convenient
T V PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the peti- ately
a hearing of the parties and their witnesses w'ill be had,
tioucr give notice to all persons interested, by and
such further measures taken in the premises, as the
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, Commissioners shall judge proper. And it is further
to be published three weeks successively in the RepubliOrdered, That notico of the time, place and purposes of
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid, be given to all
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
and Corporations interested by serving an attestof persons
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
ed Copy of said Petition with this Order thereon, upon
June next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and snow
each on* of the parties named in said petition as owners
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be ot land, and
up the same in three
places
by
ASA TllUKLOl'GH, Judge,
granted.
in the towns of Belfast, Brooks Jackson ana Waldo, and
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fikld, Register. 45*
by publishing the same in the Progressive Age and Repubin said Counlican Journal, public newspapers,
ty, said* publication and each of the notices to be thirty
days before the time appointed for said view, that all may
appear and be heard if they think proper.
Attest, S. L. MIL LI KEN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
the
20 MAIN
Attest S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk.
8\v4*

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

LOCAL AkETTM ARE VTA AT CO in
every City and Town: and application*
from competent parties for such agencies,
with suitable endorsement, should he adi»nero ebb:it*c:i
dressed to
RSelfast. Tie,
i'
Special Agent for VTaldo County.

ORDERED

i

—OF Tilt—

General Agents for New England.
J. P. TUCKER, Manager.

j
|

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, In
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
J. DEAN, widow of Avery Dean, late of
Lincolnvillc, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
State ok Maixi;
having presented a petition for an allowance from the
Waldo, ss. i
personal estate of said deceased.
Judicial
That
all
the said Dclora give notice to
Court, April Term, A. D. 180.L
persons Supreme
Ordered,
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
that the libelant give notice ot the pend- I
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
ency oi her libel, by causing an attested copy of the
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate same with this order thereon to be published three weeks
Court, to bo held at Belfast, within and lor said County, successively in the Republican .Journal, a public newspaon the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the per,
publication to be thirty days at least, before the next term
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
of our said Court, to be holden at Belfast aforesaid, withASA TI1UPLOUGH, Judge.
in and lor said County of Waldo, ou the third Tuesday
15
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fli.i.n, Register.
of October next, that the libelee may then and there appearand shew cause, if any he have, why the prayer el
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the the libelaut slum Id not be granted.
Attest s. I,. MILUKEN, Clerk.
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, in
41
A true copy—Attest, S. L. Millikkn, Clerk.
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-niue.
HOLMES, widow of Ceorgc Holmes, late of
havin
said
of
deceased,
Waldo,
County
Belmont,
ing presented a petition for an allowance from the per- To tin Honorable tin (fount// (’oiirmisxioncrs,
sonal estate of said deceased.
for tin' County of Waldo.
Ordered, That the said Nancy give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this older to be published
the
Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railthree weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
road Company,” by their president and directors,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate thereunto duly authorized aud empowered, have heretoCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County, fore filed with said Court of County Commissioners their
on the second Tuesday ot June next, at ten of the clock
lacatlon of said Railroad, from its terminus In the City
before noon, and siiew cause, if any they have, why the of Belfast, to the village of Brooks, in said Couni y, which
location has heretofore been approved by said Commisprayer of said p. t it ion should not be granted.
ASA Till R LOCH H, Judge.
sioners ami recorded.
-15
And whotcas said Railroad as located passes over land
Atruccopy. Attest—B, P. Fiku>, Register.
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To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court,
next to be holdcnat Belfast, within and for the County
of Waldo.
COOKSON ot Freedom, in said County ;
of Waldo, respectfully libels and gives this Honorable Court to be informed that she was duly and lawfully
married at said Freedom, in said County of Waldo, on
the seventh day of November, In the year of our Lord (
18f>3, by David Buckston of said Freedom, an Ordained
Minister, to Abraham Cookson. ad, that prior to said
marriage her name was Rebecca Tyier. That she has had
That since said
no child or children by said marriage.
marriage, she has always behaved herself towards said
libelee as a kind, affectionate and faithful wife, that they
lived together as husband and wife until May, 18G5, when
the said libelee, wilfully and clandestinely, without any
justifiable cause whatever, abandoned your libelant, and
that according to reliable report, he has resided in the
town of Nora, 111,, lor more than three years, and now
r sides in some town to your libelant unknown, in the
State of Minnesota, and he has at no time since said
abandonment expressed any intention or desire of returning to live with said libelant, and she prays your
Honors that a divorce from the bonds of matrimony may
bo granted between her and her said husband, that the
same would be reasonable and proper, conducive to domestic harmony, consistent with the peace and morality
REBECCA COOKSON,
of society.

g
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred ana sixty-nine.
T. CLARK, sister of Ezra I. Clark, lute of
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that she may be appointed administratrix on said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to all persons
luterested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA TIIURLOUGII, Judge.
15
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

At

W

o

In the matter of LEWKLIN EMERY, Copartner of
the firm of EMERY Sc NEWTON, Bankrupts.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
I been presented to the Court, tins second day 61 FebA.
D. 1800, by LE WE LIN EMERY, of Frankfort,
ruary,
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying tlrat Ire may be dehave
a full discharge from all his debts, provable
creed to
under the Bankrupt act, both as an individual and as a
in
the
firm of Emery & Newton, consisting ot
copartner
the Petitioner and one David i*. Newton, and upon read- 1
ing said Petition
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on tire lirst Monday of July, A. I>.,
IS GO, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
.‘1 o’clock, P. M., and that notice thereof be published
in the Republican Journal, and the Rockland Free i
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a !
week tor three weeks, and that all creditors who have 1
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may npat said time and place and show cause, if any they
j
lave, why the prayer of said Petition should not be I
WM. I*. PREBLE,
granted.
3wll
Clerk of District Court for said District,

a

JAMES

H

V

^

GO®

^amcruptct.

posting

over

FORBES’

District Court of the United
States. District of Maine.

,

Probate Court held at Belfast within and for the
County of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday of May, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
liEILLKY, Administrator of the estate ol
in said County
Francis Cullen, late ol
of Waldo, dece; ised, having presented lus lirst and final
account of administration on said estate together with
Ills private claim for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested bv causing n copy of ibis order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of
the Clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA riiURLOUClI, Judge.
45
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
At

GRAINING WITH

Promenade Concert!

&

PROBATE

WASHING, ENAMKL1NG AND VARNISHING.
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitting Rooms made a specialty.

A

Swiss Bki.i. Uiniieiis. The Spaulding Troupe of
Bell Itingcrs and vocalists who have often before
visit* d our city, and given most excellent entertain-

1

2

O

Emery

OF BOSTON.)

G L A Z1N G, W HIT E

CROASDALE’S

ture, songs and music. The entertainment is highly spoken of by the papers. Sec advertisement.

;

open at 7

LII COLA VILLI’ UK A (II, JI«*.

Ship Painter,

P A P! 7 R- H A N GIN U, G R AIM N

o|iening

the time to use tlie Great Spring and Summer Medicine,
DU. LANGLEY’S HOOT AND 1IEUB HI ITERS, composed ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prick-

0°

S

rpms

CUI¥T8.
Poors

j

In the matter of DAVID B. NEWTON, Copartner of
the firm of EMERY & NEWTON, Bankrupts,
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
X presented to the Court, this second day of February.
A. D. 1809, by DAVID B. NEWTON, of Winterport,
in said District,a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts provable
under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a
& Newton, consisting
copartner in the firm of
of the Petitioner and one Lewelin Emery, and upon readsaid
ing
Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same, on the first. Monday of J uly, A.D. 1809, before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at 3 o’clock, P.
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed m said District, once a week for three weeks, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons in interest., may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said
Petition should not be granted.
AVAL P. PREBLE,
3w44
Clerk of District Court for said District.

Malinee !!

Pilgrim’s

Physician
(LATE

Broadway, N. Y,

»

Take DU. S. 0. UICHAKDSON'S SIIKBIIY WINK
I'll.oniM. This is the title of an exhibition to lie
BITTERS,—the most medicinal In the market. Estabgiven at Peirces’ Hall, for several days next week. lished in ISOS.
4m3flsp
It consists of a series of colossal paintings, illustrative of the scenes of life. There will tie also a lec“Bay uie anil 1*111 do you CSooil.’'—-Now is

District Court of the United i
States. District of Maine.
i

LECTURE.

GEO. A. STUART, M. D

OXT 11.ISi

they

went to the rescue.

DMIS'-IONTsO

V

Chiluren under 12 years 1;» cents.
o’clock; to commence at S o’clock.

T. HELM BOLD,

Slaiut

engine dragged

ILLUSTRATED.

e

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee,
lw
Belfast, May 14, 1809.

Grand Transition Scene ! !

PREPARED BY

evening’s

accompanied

24th.

ELOQUENT

SAFETY.
TWO TABLE SPOONFULS of the Extract of Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to Hie Lisbon
Diet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon of the
Syrup ol Sarsaparilla, or the dccoctious as usually made.
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the
Medieo-Chirugical Review, on the subject of the extract
of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Travers. F. R. S., &c.
Speaking of those diseases, and diseases arising from the excess of mercury, he states that
no raw thj is equal to the Extract of Sarsaparilla ; its
power is extraordinary, more, so than any other drug l
It is in the strictest sense, a tonic
am acquainted with.
with this inralliable attribute, that it is applicable to a
so
stall of the system
sunken, and yet so irritable as renders other substances of the tonic class nnarailable or in-

ouly

preparations

—

PAINTINGS,
SONGS AND MUSIC,

IT, .VO.s-/;, EYES, EYELIDS, Si1 ALE, and
SKEW
Which so disfigures tiie appearance, PURGING the
evil clients of mercury and removing all taints, the remnants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and Is
taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN with perfect

I

Quadrille
Dodge
clegaat
dispensing
descending
ascending

ed to said Petition
Certain stocks in incorporated companies, and interest
in joint, stock companies, valued at $35, in Schedule B.
-b. (.'Vi annexed as aforesaid
Interest in Policy in Aetna Life Insurance Company,
dated Oct. 19, 1805, for $3000, on which annual premiums
have been paid to Oct. 19, 1808 :
Certain prints and pictures, valued at $20, in Schedule
B.-e, (2), annexed to said Petition.

IS COLLOSSAL

TJIHO

Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company.

city.

trict ol

Enchanting Exhibition of the
AS*.

OR l.FE

& ulcerated diseases

May

Huyford
pleasant

Host

OF THE

premises.

during

Maine, I shall sell at public auction at my office in
Belfast, In said District, on Monday the thirty first day
of May, A. I). 1809, at ten o’clock, A. M., a certain portion of said Bankrupt’d estate, to wit—
Sundry promissory notes, amounting to $623.51, described in Schedule li.-b. (2), annexed to said Bunkrunt’s Petition to be adjudged a Bankrupt:
Boxes iu Belfast Post Office, valued at $50, described
in Schedule B.-b. (2), annexed to said Petition:
Sundry debts due Petitioner on open uccount, amounting to $32.00, described in Schedule B.-a. (3), annex-

g
<

m

TIIURLOW,

Judge

in New York,
300 Consecutive
65 Consecutive Nights in Boston,
20 Consecutive Nights in Portland.
The

G.

•>

unappreciative

subject
masterly

THE

organization.

May
Monday Evening,
Nights

MATTER OF

SAMUEL
INBankrupt.
By order of the Honorable Edward Fox,
of Distiict Court of the United States lor the Dis-

Houcrvcil Seat*. 50 Ctu.

When Children will be admitted lor 10 cents. Doors
o’clock.
open at 2 o’clock; to commence at

made into good blood without fermentaot the stomach.
npiIE Ladies of the Unlversalist Society will give a
JL Promenade Concert at Huyford Hall, THURSDAY
The great leason why physicians do not cure Conindividual, stoniugthis sumption is, they try to do too much: they give medi- EVENING,
37th. Good music and abundant re
practical and
Tt may cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to slop night freslirnonis will tie furnished, and a lew fancy articles otaccomplished fowl otf from his
tor
tered
sale.
so
the
and
doing they derange
by
sweats, hectic fever,
nave been from apprehension for his early vegeta* hole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
bles.
Perhaps he loves not waltzing less, but peas eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Benencic, in ms treatment, uoes noi try to stop a
more.
Orlainly Barnum should have that hen in cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
anil they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can
hi* Happy Family.
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia.
Ciiamhkki.ain’h Lecture. The lecture Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver ami
stomach are made healthy.
« nmmittee of last winter’s course, which
appears
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in
to have hui ived the season, lues arranged with Gov. some way are diseased, oither tubercles, absesses, bronN the application in writing of fifteen of the .Stockchial Irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
holders in said Company, 1 hereby give notice that
< liamberlain to deliver his celebrated lecture on
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what
a meeting of said Stockholders will be held at the office
the ‘‘.Surrender of Lee,” iu II ay ford Hull, on Tues- must be done 'i It is not ouly the lungs that are wasting, of the Clerk of the
Courts, in Belfast, on Thursday the
but it is tho whole body. The stomach and liver have
of surpassing lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the Tenth day of .June next, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to act on
day evening, the 25th. it is a
the following subjects:
chance is to take Dr. Scheuck’s three medicines,
maninterest, the Governor treats it in a
1st. To decide whether or not said Stockholders will
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
ner, and the recital of the incidents of this great his- will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make ratify a contract lor a lease of the Belfast and Moosehead
Lake Railroad, to the Portland and Kennebec Railroad
torical drama, in his clear and engaging style, fur- I good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and < 'ompany.
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
->1. If said contract for a lease of said Belfast and
nishes u rare
entertainment. Let there be' I to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is
Moosehead Lake Railroad Is rejected, to decide whether
1
The Governor will l>e the guest of Col. the only way to cure Consumption.
u full house.
will contract for a lease of said Belfast and MooseWhen there is no lung disease and only Liver Com- they
head Lake Railroad, to any other Railroad Company.
I Jersey
hi* stay in the
and Dyspepsia, Schenek’s Seaweed Tonic and Manrake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.— Dated at Belfast this 18th day of May, A. D. 18G(J.
t President of said Belfast
The (Indication of
Aw*
vmiMi
Hull, lust week, was Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
a
a
iiAiiUKD,
f ^ Moosehead L R. R. Co.
are perfectly harmless.
as
in exceedingly
allair. The floor was tilled
3 wlf»
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
with the beauty and fashion of our city, and the many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasted away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulgalleries and stage with spectators. S. I„ Milliken, monary
Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
of the exercises, his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie
Karp. made remarks ut the
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his remainly very pleasant and acceptable. Wlilddon’e
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
Hand furnished mnsie for the Schenck’s
excellent
with the same remarkable sucFull directions accompany each, making it not abcess.
occasion.
lmd Ills
new saloon opensolutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
ed fur the
of refreshments, and the con- wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
—FOR SALE BY—
stant
and
of
like the professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Saturday, where all letters lor advice must be addressed.
til5
W in. PITCH Kit A HOX.
angels on Jacob’s ladder, gave evidence that both He is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
the refreshments and the means of access were ap- York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
Boston, every other Wednesday. Ho gives advice free,
but lor a thorough examination with his Respirometer
preciated.
the price is $5. Otiioe hours at each city from
A. 31. to vrrot LD invite the attention of the ladies ot Belfast
tire
on
at
The alarm of
(Saturday night,
12o’clock, 8 P.M.
and vicinity, to her new and elegant assortment
? V
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic eacli
on the eastern I
was
by a bright
ot
$1.50 per bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
Ido "I the river, near the paper mills. The meni- 25 cents
a box.
G. C. GOODWIN & CO,, 3s Hanover
AND
iiers of Washington
their machine Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug-

Syrup, and it is
tion or souring

By CHAS. C. CHARY, Auctioneer.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,

gentle

Schenck’s

similar

n

In Bankruptcy.

SPAULDING,Manager.
lw
STANLEY, Agent.

Grand

MACHINE,” IN OIL.
All-work done in the best manner. Orders left on
Slate promptly attended to.
fit'll on t'k’M l*uliti»ni< irnip.
Shop in next building north of New England House
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake I’ills will cure Consump- !
HIGH ST.. BELFAST, ME
timsp33
tlon, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, i! taken according
same
be
taken
at
the
three
to
to directions. They are all
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
MARRIED.
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; tin; food
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
in
the iungs,
In this city, May 1.3th, by Rev. Dr. Palfrey, Mr. Abner
grow in tlesh; the diseased matter ripens
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This A. Littlelield of Brooks, and Miss Matilda J. Stevens of
Swaiiville.
is the only way to cure consumption.
In Northport, May 13th, by A. E. Fletcher, Esq., Mr.
To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Schenck, of Phil idelphia, owes his unrivaled success In the treatment of .fames Broh an lo Miss Flora E. Ehvcll, botfi of N.
The
Pulmonic
Syrup
ripens
Consumption.
pulmonary
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it olf by
au easy expectoration, lor when the phlegm or matter is
SHIP NEWS.
ripe a slight cough will thiow it olf, and the patient has
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
iMtitT or bem amt.
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
ARRIVED.
that the Pulmonic Syrup and tin* loud will make good
I
May 13. Sch Cameo, McCarty, Boston.
! blood.
Fales. New York; CastelSchs
Susan
13th,
Sentee,
the
liver, removing
Sehenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the lano, Cunningham, Boston.
Rockland.
Scb
.lack
1
17.
Psitt'rson,
Downing,
bile starts freely, ami the liver is soon relieved; the stools
Is. Schs .! P Morriaiu, Gilman, Boston; Amazon.
will show what tin Pills can do; nothing has ever been
do.
Harr,
invented except the calomel a deadly poison which is
SAILED.
very dangerous to use unless with great care, that will
unlock the gall bladder and shirt the secretions ot the
May 13. Schs Gen Meade, Cunningham, D lv Aroy,
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
Kvauf»ilo; Empire, Furgtison, Ellsworth.
Liver Complaint is one of the mo t prominent causes
13. Sch A C Totton, Lancaster, Rockland.
of Consumption.
17. Soil Joseph, Bullock, Bangor.
stimulant and
Seaweed Ionic Is a
tn.isp

performed hy no

Act of

Sale.

Assignee’s

HELL RINGERS, introduc-

—COMMENCING

eiiiLnisouivi

by

Pitot*.

description
h

druggist

XEtaTIlE

feature.'

[

IlarpeHt, together

and

Bankrupt

section of the

Bd, 1H»7. JOSEPH \VI LL1AMSON, Assignee.
2w l5
Belfast, May 14, 18459,

Spaulding,

l’lnycr

twenty-seventh

in the
March

THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

OF TIIF INJURIOUS EFFECTS ol Face Powders
ami W ishes. All such remedies close up the pores of
11
the skin, ami in a short time destroy the complexion.
you would haven fresh, healthy and >outhful appearance,
use f11,i,mpoll's Extract sarsaparilla.

REMEDY, W II*. NPEHOE’N

A YU

|

PEIRCE’S HALL!

cases
the voice of experience,
than any other living physician,—he has administered to
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
safe, speedy and infallible. A pei feet cure is guaranteed,
and a radical cure is always effected.
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure
cure tor all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever
offered for sale in this city. These Drops are acknowledged to be the best in the world for removing obstructions and producing regularity in all cases of Female Irregularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
safe and sure, and the most convincing proof's of their
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the
alllicled in their uue. 1 he Drops can be obtained at my
olfico, No. 4s Howard street, l»o-ton, with directions lotAll letters attended to, and medicines, directions,
use.

Established

of wliutioever Ui««ka*t» y*- liare

PO!)ITI\ E

The first through train

W. E.

jurious.

IIEAEEU

E YE

trick of the eoal deal-

strike#.

Storage,

The second general meeting of the creditors of said
Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said District, on
the twenty-second day of June, A. D. 18459, at :i o’clock,
l\M.,atthe office of Peter Timelier, Esq., one of the
Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, to wit, at the
office of the Register of Probate, for the purposes named

W. P.

IIELW CIOUI’M

Wi would call the attention of our readers in
l.incolnville and vicinity to the professional card
published in another column, ot Dr. Geo. A. Stuart.
are

and

new

TICK ETS, 35 C'tu.

Temperance Lecturer mice remarked that go &c., forwarded immediate1>.
Iy45sp
where he would, from one mid nl theeouutrv to the
other, lie hardly ever failed to limI Plantation
A CLFA K, SMOOTH SKIN and JiKAUTI I UL OOMHivi Kits, and while he condemned the practice <>t PLFXIOX follows the use of II icl.mihu.d’s Conc’K.nconsci- TKATKU Kxru.uu- S A KSA l*A K11.I A.
using these Hitlers too lively, lie could not
It removts black spots, pimples and all eruptions of
entiously snv that he would discard them from the
the skin.
side-hoard, for lie had himself experienced heiidicial results from their use*, and that, from a long and
YOCNG LA DIES HE WA IlE !
uent

rupt.

GEORGIE DEAN SPANLDING,
The most wonderful Harpist in the world, and the only
lady that executes three different melodies at one time.
Also Miss EMMA 1JAI LEY, the charming Vocalist, in
Mr. I1AUKV
the latest and most popular ballads.
KADKS, the great Loudon Sensation, will introduce his
new specialties.
Mr. <'. C. NEEDLE, Violinist.

|

pale

( IlniT or THE DIIIEn
of Maine.—IN KAN ERUPTIn the matter of SAMUEL G. THUKLOW, Bank-

STATES.—District
DIMTMC'T
CY.

SPAULDING’S
SWISS BELL RiNGERS!

--

...rigiuo

2.2,

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

Cornet Hand and Orchestra,
Vocalists, Harpists, Vioi inists, and Cojikiiians,
-ASSISTED ISY-

NOTICES.

BANKRUPTCY

PEIRCE S HALL,

SPECIALTY.

JOBBING A

Country Dealers are invited to examine our
Goods and Priees; as \vc can name ligures, that will INDl’t'E them to
Purchase.

SIMONTON BROS. & CO.
Hay

llt (

4, ISO!).
_

To Breeders of Horses.
THE Stallion

*•

Farmer” will stand during

at the stable ot the subscriber In
llelfast. Ho is in every respect a superior
11/ jX horse. He was Imported from the I’rovinees
last year; Ills sire was imported Irorn Scotland, and was
His dam was a fullof the celebrated Clydoll breed.
blooded English inn re. He Is seven years old and weighs
he
beat.
hoo. Their stock can’t
4w44
FORD GAY.
.Eg*Terms warrant, &1U,
v

the

season

A Case of Asthma Cured, of nine years’ standing.
Dr. E. It. Ci.AKKE—Dear Sir: -1 feel it a pleasure t
be favored with an opportunity to tend.i m> thanks:
Sherr:
you for tfie great cure t have received from your
trine Hitters of the most horrible of :i!l di-< .uses, the
Asthma. YVliou 1 lirst commenced using t’i- iu m the
month of duly, 1858, I had been atllicted witli tin A-thm-i
iionnine years, and had tried during that time til the
remedies recommended
my neighbors, friemls and
me
told
and
to
no
avail,
my family
physicians,
and that l
I never should get cured of the
I
an.:
Each
worse,
would die of consumption.
grew
year
this seat)D I was afllicted the worst I evt r had been, and
was despairing of ever being better, but
I forthwith
was recommended to use your medicine,
bought three bottles of yonr Sherry ll'ine Hitters and
commenced using them. Before 1 had used one bottle 1
was very much better; a second continued to Improve
my health, and a third bottle cured me entirely not < uly
ot the Asthma, but they restored my general health. !
still remain well, and ain willing, and feci happy to '< -t:
hoping
fy to the world the .great benefit I have received,
that some one else similarly afflicted may be cured by the
same medicine.
NANCY JKNMNt.s,
Yours respectfully,
Sharon, Mass., Dec. lfi, 1858.

by

physician
coinplaint,

fortunately

il<vrkIk.

L. M. ROBBINS,

Chemist &c-

Drug-gist,

nocKUSD. im**.

Proprietor of Dr. K. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Hitters,
tv
formerly manufactured in Sharon, Mass. Sold by
and country.

spcotablo dealers everywhere In city

ASK FOR DR. CLARKE’S SHERRY WINE BITTERS.
Ami take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label ot each bottle. No other Is genuine
They are purely vegetable ami will not Intoxicate. a'.Mt.

Teachers Notice.
ItSONS Intending teaching in the Summer school*
of Stockton, are requested to meet at the School
House, District No. 1, upon the 25th of May, for examination.
N. N. MARTIN, \ Supt. School
Cuiumiltee.
J. FRANK FRYE. *
2«r44*
Stockton, May 14,1809,

siiikt patterns
—CUT AT—

H, L.

LORD’S
\o. lO

High

It.

THE MOTHER’S PRAYER.
I hey sloop. Athwart my white,
Moon-marbled easement, with her solemn mein,
ml' nlly watching o’er their rest serene,
fiazeth the star-eved night.
Mv girl, sedate
H\ turn—-ajihiyful as
'i

crave as

a

wild

summer

breeze,

on star lit Southern seas—
-trango woman-oluld.

My hoy, my trembling star!
whitest lain!) in April's tondorest fold,
1,1m -i flower-bell ill the shadiest wold,
Hi-

tilting emblems

are.

They are but two. and all
M\ lonely heart'- arithmetic is done
\\ hen they are counted.
High and Holy tine,
<

i.

hear my

trembling

call!

1 ash not wealth nor fame
For these, my jewels. Diadem and wealth
-o.,the not the aching brow that throbs beneath.
Nor t ool it- fever flame.
the ways
earthly honors.' Weary
1 In girt 'd tread, unsafe the world's best praise.
And keen it- strife.
are

l lion
I hull

The

1 u-k not that to mi'
spare them, though they dearer, dearer tie
rain to di serls, spring flowers to the liee,
()r sunshine to the sea.

tions

Beckons ihe young away
and hill side to her banquet fliir,—
grim she-wolf, eouelieth in her lair,
Heady to seize her prey.

glen

l- mill
-in. the

I
■

he bright and purpling Idoom
and Acanthus cannot hide

Nightshade

u
l li,-1

barred and bleaching hones that
Taper, and chrism, and tomb.

are

dented

Lord, in this midnight hour
1 bring my iambs to Thee. O! by thy truth,
i in merry, save them from the envenomed tooth
And tempting poison-flower!
(i, ( rucilied and Crowned,
K. ep u-! We have no shield, no "tilde hut Thee!
I,
..rrows come—let Hope's last blossom be
B> Griefs dark tempest drowned—
Hut lead us by Thy hand,
nth- shepherd, till we rest beside
II.
l In- -till, clear waters, in the pastures wide
of Thine own sinless laud!

are

printed in beautiful
single impression. In

gaze cannot soar to that beautiful land,
Itut our visions have told of its bliss,
And our souls by the gale from its gardens are fanli'd.
When we faint in the deserts of this.
And we sometimes have longed for its holy repose.
When our spirits were torn with temptation and
woes,
And we've drank from the tide of the river that
flows
From the evergreen mountains of life.
Mi! the stars never tread tliablue heavens at night,
Hut we iliink where the ransomed have trod,
\inl the day never smiles from his palace of light
Hut we feel the bright smiles of our God.
We are traveling homeward thro' change™ and

gloom,

fn a kingdom where pleasures unchangingly bloom,
\nd our guide is tbe glory that shines through the

Its

colors, from

this feature alone The

one

a

AGENT* 1X0 !

AGENT* IIO

male and female, will find it
for their best interests to engage with the new
written by

Agents,

1» ARTO N

large handsome octavo, bountifully illustrated with
with astonishing rapidity, and
steel engravings,
giving universal satisfaction. Exclusive territory and
large commissions given. Liberal salaries paid to exefficient canvassers. Send lor desci iptive circuars giving full information to
A. S. HALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Ct.
a

selling

ftcrienced,

Secrets of the
Great City.
Work descriptive of the VIRTUES, and the
VICE*, the RYITEII1EI, R1NER1E*
and CRIME* of New York Cif.r.
It contains 3;* fine engravings; and is the Spiciest,
most Thrilling, Instructive, and cheapest work of the
A

published.
Agents are meeting

kind

with unprecedented success. One
in Marlborough, Mass., reports
subscribers in one day.
One in Luzerne Co., Pa., 44 in a day. One in Meriden,
68
in
two
and
a
Conn.,
days,
great many others from loo
to 200 per week.
Sena for Circulars and see our terms, and a full description of the work. Address JONES, BROTHERS
& CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

:--Agents

for

The American Fanners Horse Bool
The best book for Agents. No
ford to be without it. Address
8c CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

owner

of

a

horse can afMet'l RDY

ZEIOLER,

WAITED for
Women of New
Complete expose of Female Life in the
Metropolis. Sensational. Beautifully illustrated.
Sample copy post-paid for $2. Address Nkw York
Book Co., 145 Nassau st., N. Y. City.
*•

York."
AGENT*
(treat

ULIMUF.lt l*:«0.

Saws! Saws !
Saws Saws
Saws Saws
WELCH &

GRIFFITHS,

MANUFACTURERS,
A Do New

Eugland Agent?

for

AXE,"

(Colhuru's Patent.
Cannot be excelled.
Will cut 25 per cent, more than my other, wit!. l.-.-s hl.or.
Oi l'll I

AXI)

SAI.KSP.OO.M,

145 & 147 Federal Street. Boston. Mass.

a

woman

swearing

out a warrant

measuerments, a line vulgar being, and she
makes the Capitol her shamble. The crowd
around one ot the side doors was astonished,
■ome time ago, to see emerge from the House
of Representatives a grave and portly Democratic member, with a card in his hand.
Did you send this card ?’—to a woman.
“Yes
•■What do you want with me, calling me
.nt of the House of Representatives
every

information free.

Address

as

Greatly Reduced ICates,

WASHBURN’S
(Opposite

above.

FIRE

OTTAWA

BEER.

FE19IAEE

You cannot afford to pay three or four profits
oi necessary use, when by sending a Club to

on

Although settled Consumption is thought incurable, still great numbers of cases where the disease seemed settled, have been
completely cured,
and the patient restored to sound health bv the
Cherry Pectoral. -So complete is its mastery
over the disorders of the Lungs and
Throat, that
the most obstinate of them yield to it. When nothing else could reach them, tinder the Cherry Pectoral they subside and disappear.
Singers and Public Speakers 11ml gnat protection from it.
Asthma is always relieved aud often wholly
cured by it.
Bronchitis is
generally etircd by taking the
Cherry Pectoral in small and frequent doses.
So generally are its virtues known that we need
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more
than assure the public that its qualities are fully
maintaiued.

Belfast.

—TICKETS FROM—

^“STERLING EXCHANGE, payable
sums to suit.

articles

sight,

sale in

3mo44*

years ago my little daughter
TkJJsuffering
intensely with the Tooth

came

into

my oil'iee

ache,

and ini

relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual remc
PABKER & CO’S
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these I judged
were too harsh and unsafe for her
tender
B. SWAN & CO., haring purchased the nately a bottle ol this mixture which I had years, fortuprepared esStores, Storehouses and Wharf of H. J. AN- pecially for Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, ice., was at I
DERSON, Jk., are now opening an entire new stock, hand, I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the
Of DRY GOODS, LINENS, PARASOLS, ALBUMS,
|
consisting In part of the following articles.
achiDg tooth, and to my utter astonishment, In
HOSIERY, SILVER PLATED WARE, JEWELRY.
CUTLERY, FRENCH and GERMAN FANCY-GOODS, CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
RIO
FLOUR, COFEEE
of every description, you can purchase anything in their
LESS THAN FIVE
JAPAN TEA
HAVANA
PORK,
immense stock for
OOLONG
ST.
JAGO
the pain was entirely removed. Since then 1 have
BEEF,
preRAISINS scribed it in
ONE DOLLAR EACH.
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
quite a thousand cases, and in no instance—
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, Ac.
The secret of our low prices is thisWe have a very
except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was pararge Cash Capital, and have buyers in all the principal A full and complete assortment oi Groceries, whieh we tially obtained—has it to my knowledge failed to h
alv
and Ague Intermittent Fever,
®,SrL-«ev£.p
almost
cities of this country and in Europe, who purchase FOR
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
Chill
Fever
Remittent Fever, Dumb
make prices satisfactory.
CASH, DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS,
Ague,
Periodical
or Bilious Fever,
IM
M
E
D
T
&c.,
IA
E REGIE F.
all the goods used by us, thus saving the consumer the
WM. B. SWAN,
and indeed all the affections which arise
or
Merchant,
Commission
the
made
SIBLEY.
CUTTER
Importer
A.
profits
by
In soreness of the gums or
from
in
or
the
face.
It
malarious,
is
unexmiasmatic
ague
marsh,
t!43
the Wholesale and Retail Dealer, each of whom demand
Beltast, May 1, lStl'J.
celled. And added to ail tills, its innocent effects on the
poisons.
We can give ROBE
a larger profit than taken by us.
system. It will not injure au infant to swallow it, hut
UOODH FOR OYE DOLLAR than the Retail
As its name implies, it does Cure, and does not
on the contrary, it is an admirable
carminative. In easfail.
Merchant for twice or three times than sum. Our goods
Containing neither Arsenic, Quinine, Bismuth,
es of
are described on printed checks, which will be sent in
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance
Clubs for Ten Cents each, to pay postage, printing, &c.
whatever, it in nowise injures anv patient. The
and Nervous
number and
If the article named in the Check is not wanted, you
importance ot its cures' in the ague discan exchange from a list comprising Three Hun
tricts, are literally beyond account, and we believe
apply to the parts affected with a sponge or rag.
without a parallel in the history of Ague medicine.
«lre«l anil Fifty useful article*, among which
HE SUBSCRIBER, thankful to the public for the
Our pride is gratified by the
And now poor sufferer, with the most
are—
acknowledgments we
provoking ol all
kindness and liberal patronage he has received
receive of the radical cures effected in obstinate
Ladies* Silk Parasols, Ladies’ Fink White
puins poor human nature is liable to, try this remedy,and
cases, and where other remedies had w hollv failed.
Ti cked Skirts, Silver Plated Five Bottled Cas- at his new store on High Street, opposite Field & it you don’t experience immediate relief from
pain—if
takes
the
the liberty to inform
C nacclimated persons, either resident'
the nerve is not ulcerated—account me an
tors, and a large variety of useful articles, not one of Mathews’ Furniture store,
in, or
imposter and
that he has opened a stairway in his new store, cheat. If, on the contrary, you get
which can be bought in any other way for m arly double
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be prorelief, manifest
tected by taking the AGUE CURE
the money.
eadlng to a larga CARPKT ROOM, where he of- gratitude to me in telling the fact to your neighbor,your
daily.
and
For Liver Complaint*, arising from
Reference will be given, if required, from the most re- fers for sale at as low prices us ever before offered In Bel- your gratitude to God, that He graciously created the
torpidity
ot the Liver, it. is an excellent
liable Wholesale Merchants of Boston and New York, as fast, a splendid stock of
circumstances to develop this splendid remedy.
remedy, stimulating
the Liver into healthy activity.
to our standing and the strictly honorable character of
the accidental discoverer and lire
Prepared
solely
by
For Bilious Disorders and Liver
our business.
Complaints, it is
CARPETINGS,
prletor, and for sale by dealers in Medicine everywlu re. j an excellent remedy, producing
^*We want Agents in every town to whom the folmany truly remarkable cures, where other medicines bad failed
lowin Commissions will be paid:—
—CONSISTING OK—
F. Gr. o ook.,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Aver & Co., Practical
TERMS TO AGENTS.
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell,
from the
Three Ply, Superfine null Super
Mass., and old
For a (Tul» of 30 and Three Dollariall round the world.
bejat Lowell and Hartford factories. Also Oil
tw
21 yards Brown or Bleached Sheeting, yard wide. All
PRICE, $1.00 PER BOTTLE.
Clothe* and Mat*.
wool Pants and Vest Pattern. Marseilles Quilt. 12 yd’s
For sale by all Druggistsln Belfast.
good Bed Ticking. 7 yards Red Twilled Flannel. 15 yd’s Also on hand a good stock of Cloths, consisting of FLORENCE
of
CASSIMERES
SEWING
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS,
MACHINE
Cotton Flannel. 1 dozen gents’ Linen Handkerchiefs.
all grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS, COTTON
Fine white German Counterpane, fringed. Handsome
THE BEST FAMILY SHVWILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. I.. DIX
ADES and FLANNELS.
Balmoral Skirt. Elegant double clasp 100 picture PhotoING MACHINE
IN
THE tiPtlvyU d failing to cure in less time than any
graph Album. Silver plated engraved five-bottle Castor, Also on hand a lot of Ready Madeif Clothing, to be sold
WOULD.
:
out within thirty days
possible.
Making lour dis- other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
Elegant silk Fan, ivory or sandal-wood frame beautifully
tiucl stitches. Each stitch be- loss restraint from occupation or less
»*Oulck sales and small profits is my motto.
Handsome beaded and lined Parasol. 20 yd’s
exposure to all
span a led.
A. HARRIS.
ing alike on both sides ot the weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.
3m*-/
good print, fast colors. Fine Damask Table Cover. 1
fabric,
it
is
almost
Towels.
Ladies’
real
Turnoiseless.
or
Damask
dozen line Linen
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
The needle easily adjusted. It
key morocco Traveling Bag. Delaine Dress Pattern. C
Their effects and consequences;
lias the celebrated ret, rsibi.
dozen fine Merino or
>
elegant engraved Napkin Rings. 1 in
feed
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
box complete. Set
motion, which by simplv |
Cotton Stockings. Violin ana bow
®
n
a
tliumb
screw
Ladies’
^
turning
the
fashionable
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
y
Jewelry, with long pendant drops.
work will run cither to the
-2
Square Shawl. Good Meerchaum Pipe in case. 1-2 doz.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
right or left, to fasten the end !
bfl
3
Rogers’best silver Dessert Forks. Or one article from
ot seams.
It will hern, fell I Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases ot tin
Club of 20 and one from Exchange List.
uiuu, uraiu, gamer ana sew on a rutile at the sail e time
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body, Pimph .>n
For a ('lull of 50 ami Five Dollar*—
and quilt without marking.
the Face; Swelling of the. Joints ; Nervousness; Constitu33 yards good quality Brown or Bleached Sheeting, yard
Also
needles
&c.
For
oil,
sale
rubber,
Q
by Mrs. C. F. tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the mor< adwide. Fashionable Alpaca Dress Pattern, any color, 1
g
MORISON, Belfast, who will be happy to show the ma- vanced, at all ages, ot
set Lace Curtains. 1 pair Wool Blankets. Engraved silo
chine to all, who will call at her
^
house, where they are
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
CO
ver-plated six bottled Castor. 3 1-2 yards very fine all
p
kept constantly on hand.
wool Cassimere for pants and vest. Set of 0 ivory-hanBelfast, Feb. 10,1808.
tf3l
dled tea Knives, with silver-plated Forks. Handsome
■<
11*1. L. IfHX Hi
satin or silk Parasol, heavily beaded and lined. 30 yards
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
A SPLENDID STOCK OF
good Prints, fast colors. Ladles’ or gents' large real mos
»
Handsome Poplin
il Enilicott Street, Iloiton.
rocco traveling bag, French frame.
©
©
Dress Pattern. Ladies' Cloth Cloak Pattern. Ladies’
OQ
i.s so arranged that patients never see or hear < nch other
P
fashionable Shawl. 1 line large Marseilles Quilt. 2
Recollect, the only entrance to his office i.s NTo. •■£!, havf*
p
Honeycomb Quilts. Silver-plated Cake Basket, plated on
O
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
P.
1 pair
line white metal. Genuine Meerchaum Pipe.
just opened at J. C. THOMPSON’S and will be sold a i family Interruption, so that on no account can any person
©
low as the lowest.
gents’ Calf Boots. Or one article from CIud of 30 and
hesitate applying at his office.
-'mT
P
one from Club of 20, or four articles from Exchange List.
March 23, 1809.
DK. DIX
Club of lOO, ami Ten Dollar*—One of the
boldly asserts, and it cunnot be contradicted, except b>
following articles : 1 rich Merino or Thibet Dress Patquacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
tern. 1 pair line Damask Table Cloths and Napkins to
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he
37
match. 1 pair gents’ French Calf Boots. Very fine all
IS IMF.
INI. Y llliGlLAli (lUAIH'ATK VIIYSU IAN
Wool Cloth for ladies’ cloak. 05 yards good Jlrown or
field & MATHEWS
A DVKKTISINO IN BOSTON,
1
Bleached sheeting, yard wide.
elegant high-colored all
SIXTEEN YEARS
wool plaid Poplin Dress Pattern. 7 1-2 yards line CasslNo.
PHENIX
11,
HOW.
Knives
in
treatment
of Special Diseases, a fact so well
1 set ivory balanced-handied
and
mere lor suit.
engaged
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Forks. 1 ladies’ or gents’ silver Hunting-case Watch. 1
BELFAST,
Bartlett hand portable Sewing Machine, Splendid FamProprietors, &c., that lie is much recommended, and par
Have a Splendid Assortment ot Superior WALNUT ticuWly to
ily Bible, steel engravings, with record and photograph
PAKI.OK FUHNITUKE, covered with Hair Cloth
pages. 25 yards good Hemp Carpeting, good colors. 1
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
Kepps, &c., Dining lioom Furniture, Cottage Chamber
pair good Marseilles Quilts. 1 good six-barrel Revolver.
To avoid and escape imposition ot foreign and native
1 single-barrel Shot Gun.
1 elegant Fur Mull' and Cape.
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattresses, Spring lieds. Sofas,
1 silver-plated engraved six-bottle Revolving Castor, cut
Bedsteads, Chairs of all varieties, in fact very thing in quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other largi
INVITE the
special attention ot purchasers to the
cities,
way of Furniture.
glass bottles. 1 very fine Violin and Bow, in case. 1
our large and cllegant assortment ol
DR. DIX
We manufacture most of our goods, and
2
1-2
double
width
all-wool
Shawl.
fine
yards
long
very
the
employ
CLARENCE BRETTS best ol workmen, which enables us to offei great Induce- proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
Beaver Cloth lor overcoat. 1 Empress Cloth Dress Pat- COACHES. ,CLARENCES.
ot whom consult him in critical cases, because of
many
ments
to
all
who
want
tern. Or eight articles from Exchange List.
LANDAUS, LANDAULKTTES, BAROUCHES,
really good Furniture at low prices.
All goods ol our own manufacture are warranted. All his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
4®*For a more extended list of Commissions, see CirCOUPES, COUPLETTES, COPCUTTS, HALFso long experience, practice,and observation.
sold to go Into the country will be
TOP AND SIX-SEAT PHAETONS, DOG
cular. We also give Agents additional Commission, In
packed with care and
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
BEACH
dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet W< rk and turning
CARTS, ROCKAWAYS,
proportion to the amount ol money returned lor goods.
ot
all
JUMP
CAliThis extra commission is not offered by any other house.
done
to
order. Work Shop al Bellas be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
descriptions
WAGGONS,
SEATS,
lt IO LAS, CARRYALLS, TOP
We are the only firm who pay their agents tor sending
Foundry.
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
C. D. FIELD.
AND NO-TOP BUGGIES
for goods after they have obtained subscribers to their
and pretentions of
HI?
A. B. MATHEWS.
BROWNELL STYLE
FOREIGN AND NA'IIVK QU ACKS,
clubs,
who know little of the nature and character of special
«ure to *eml all monej by Regimes
WAGONS, BOSTON CHAISES, &«
e«l Letter.
PHTHISIC I
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
PHTHISIC!
*E\|» FOR CIRCL'LARI.
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
MEDICATED INHALANT (or Phthisic is in any Part of the world, others exhibit. Diplomas ot the
Send your address in lull, Town, County and State.
the only certain relief anil probable cure ever oi
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
of all the different styles.
fered to the public, inhaled with the
br-eath, it goes di- advertising in name- of those inserted in the diplomas,
rectly to the Lungs and relaxes the contracted nerve or but to further their imposition assume names of other celmuscles which encircle the air
tubes, and tile patient ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
UTo*. Oft anti lOO Summer St., Boston.
breathes tree, easy and naturul. Phthisic is
bruught ou by
by so many different causes that it is impossible to adjust
QUACK NOSTKl'M-MA K E KS,
any one remedy as a cure for all persons thus afflicted. through false certificates and references, and recommend
Bank.
Belfast
But my Inhalant never fails to
ations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
relieve
all
immediately
cases of Phthisic irom whatever cause t
or contradict them: or who. besides, to further their imINSTITUTION Is now prepared to receive Demay have been
on ; it i3 always safe and
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written
to 22 Sudbury street, brought
ahvay 3 reliable.
posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the
514
QAiroDnniio
Price
75
cents.
By mall $100. Sold at wholesale and of the qualities and etlVcts of different herbs and plants,
Banking Room, No. 18 Main St. (Formerly Bank of Com( 155 Tremont Street,
retail by S. A, Howes Sc Co., Belfast, Me.
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
merce Room.)
Orders from dealers in medicine, resi
most of which, if not all, contain Mereurv. because
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over.
eclfully solicited. &c.,
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything’” but now
■L
C.
LEWI
of
on
or
before
the
first
BOSTON.
3, Proprietor
days
June,
Money deposited
known
to “kill more than Is cured,'’ and those not
Dtl
Belfast Me.
July, August, September or October, will be placed upon
March 1, 1889.
:;ni:u
killed, constitutionally Injured for life.
interest at the rate of six per cent., or such other rate as
ICNOKANCK OK QUACK DOCTOU3 AND
the protits will allow, the interest payable on the first
NOS 1'KUM-MAK LUS.
Monday of December, for each full month the same shall
have remained on deposite at that time.
Through the Ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mi:n< ruv ami gives it
ASA FAUNCE Fresldent.
to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, itc., so the NostrumJohn II. Quimby, Treas.
5mo44
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Kxtracts,
Belfast, May 10, 1809.
►Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its etleets. in
Bought and sold and highest price paid by
curing a lew in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; hut, alas! nothing Is said ol
A Great
S. A HOWES & CO.
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse ami
PT^HE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale at a great discount,
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until re_1_ his real estate at Frankfort, Me. Consisting of a
lieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians.
dwelling-house and stable, with about 20 acres of land
HUT ALL QUACKS AUK NOT It. NOR ANT.
And save your money by buying your
adjoining, and 55 acres more within a short distance.
Notwithstanding On; foregoing facts an- known to
The house is built in a thorough and substantial mansome quack doctors and uostrum-maki rs, yet, regardle.-s
THE
at
the
Old
Subscriber,
Stand
of
ner, and has recently been put in perfect repair, with all
THE AD WELL & Mansfield, ha.-en- of the life and health ol others, there are those among
tiie conveniences and improvements usually found in a
gaged the services oi a skillful horse- them who even perjure thrmseb es, contradicting giving
lirst class dwelling.
shoer, and Is now prepared to do Shoe- mercury to their patients, or that it is contained ii. their
The main house is 25x35 feet, with an L of 15x59 feet.
and .fobbing, hi all its branches, as well as can la- nostrums, so that the “usual lee” may he obtained for
ing
There are 9 rooms on the first, and 0 on the second
done in the county.
professedly curing, or “tie- dollar, or “fraction of it,”
Hoc r. It has a tine dry cellar, well cemented, and is also
Carriage Painting, Trimming and Woodwork, done may be obtained for the no-drum. It is thus that many
abundantly supplied with hard and soft water the entire
are dew ived, also, and spend large amounts for
nnd
in
the
best
manner.
promptly
very
experiseason.
The stable is 40x50 feet, and is conveniently sitA large lot of Team Wheels,
Waggons, Buggies, Ac., ments with quackery.
uated and well arranged.
on hand to be sold, at prices to suit customers.
DU. Dl.WS
The location is a very pleasant one, on the west side of
3mos3»
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
N. MANSFIELD.
Marsh river, at Frankfort Mills. The house laces the
&c., of the
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
south-west, and commands the suu throughout the day.
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, conThe grounds are
laid out with a summer house
prettily
dition or situation of any one, married or single.
thereon, and well ornamented with shade-trees. AtMedicines sent by Mail and express to all parts of the
WHOA!
WHOA!
tached is a voung and thrifty orchard, with a variety ol
United States,
currant unu plum trees.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
The garden spot is 1-2 an acre, in a very high state of
insure an answer.
cultivation, ana lias the sun nearly the entire day. The
Address Du. L.Dix.No. •] Kndieott St. Uostnn, Malandis well divided as pasturage and tillage, and cuts
li os ton Jan. 1 ISoy -1 yr
about 40 tons of hay. The fences are not long built, and
in good repair.
HOLD MY HORSE, or he will run away aud I shall
Possession can be given Immediately. Terms of payhave to go to Frank Perkins Sc Co’s, and get my carriage
ment easy and satisfactory.
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and
<; i‘.
For lurther particulars enquire of C. II. Treat, at Winsleighs in as good style us any other firm In this vicinity ;
HENRY TREAT.
and they keep constantly on hand carriages and sleighs
terport, or on the premises.
1809.
for
sale
2mos42
at
the
Frankfort, April 20,
lowest rates. Call and see before purchasBANG
ing elsewhere.
Who are ottering
Shop on Wanhington Street,
6n*21
Hear of Woods & Conants Store.
SFIFLIlMGr
OFFICE OYER II. II. JOHNSON’S STORE,
|
OF ALL KINDS AT
l‘fl|4fl:\!\ BkOU
IIEI.F1NI', >I 4I\F

NOTICE.

GREAT OYE DOLLAR SALE

WILLIAM

Ayer’s Ague Cure,

A HARRIS*

New

Carpet

Store ! Neuralgia

Headache,

{mblic

City Drug Store, Rockland, Mr.
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FURNITURE!

CARRIAGES!
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Spring Styles!
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HEAL'
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STRENGTH

BEAUT V

I'nli SPRINT. USE, FOR THE WEAK, F'OR
THE PA EE. KOI! THE SICKEY, FOR
THF. AGEIE FOR KEMAKE!'
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LOWH/t,
PUOT,
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• nrnii)
pa uk,
d/a a/ /:,
such other Herbs ami Hoots a.- s il! in
,■
as«i-:
digestion, and gi\ e
1‘ONK AND VD.OK 1()
I II K ViH'Mi AN D OKD,
MAKK AND I KM All
All use it m ith womlertul success;
brings tTO I.OII i,.
the pale and wlnb-lips ; Kll« oia ami
Ik4‘i4iify to th.
a ml
thin, wrinkled fa
careworn count* namv.
Cunfever and gives appetite,
frv them u
m.iir otii. r
Ask tor Speer’s standard Dirt,
Sold by
O. IMMMS
M)%.
S.--' that my signature is ov« r the cork ot avh hotth

amt
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MANHOOD’ HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED
published, a

.Just

n. w ediliou ot < hIm-iOlelM-ateil B'ssu* on the
without medicine-ot ijpr.i
or Seminal Weakness, In
voluntary Seminal Losses, Impoiim v, Mental and
l hysical Incapacit \. Impediments t<>
Marriage, ete. d
so.Cunsi Mmo.v, Limi
r-v and 1'iis, induced b\ ’.'li
indulgence oi s.-xuul extravagance,
Price, in a sealed envelope, on!)
rents.
l he celebrated author, in this admirable
e--av, clearly
demonstrates from a thirty year
successful practice
that

radical

run
>ia toukii.i

<

thc^larming

consequences ...| sell abuse

ma\

be rad

leally cured without, the dangerous uc .,t internal medi
the applicat ion ot liiekniie;
pointing .*ut mode
at once simple, certain and eih
ctual, by means * t
which every sullerer, no matter what his condition nniv
be, may cere himself cheaply, privately, ;,nd radically.
This Lecture should be in lie bands oi e\ ,-n
oilth ami every man in the 1 ami.
.Sent under seal, in a plain envelope to anv addimpostpaid, on receipt of six cents, ..r two po-t -lamp
Also, Dr. t'ulverw. IPs Marriage l.nid ." price ga cents
Addrcs- the I’abli.-hera,
<11 \s. ,J. t
K I I \ 1 & < <>.
1-* ilowen .%«•»■» Vorlt I’..
p,,»\ -4
cine or
<»f cure

TUK

rpo
X

I.ADIKS.
The celebrated DK. L. D1 \
invites all Ladies who nerd a Mcdi-at

particularly

S nr picul

adviser, to call at his Looms. «M Ludicott St
Boston, Mass., which they will find am.mo d tor then
special accommodation.
L>K. Dl\ having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment ot all d'isi\i<c.s p. ouli
to females, it is now conceded bv all. both in tin- conn
try ami Europe, that h. excel-ail other known praciic

ioners in the safe, speed) and ifhctu.d treatment ot all
female complaints.
LI is medicines are prepared w it h the
xpre>s purpose
of removing all diseases, such as dchliitc, weakness, un
natural suppression
enlarjeim n' ot t
womb, also al'
lh
w
li on a m c. i-id
discharges whicli
the blood
The Doctor is now tally pi pan d
:
hi in his p.euliar
style, both medically and surgical!., ail di-ea-e- «-i ib
female sex, and they are
.1 to call .»•

respectlully'n.vit.

Huiliioll

!Vo. VJ|
All

in sure

IS«»>it4.i>

Maa el,

letters requiring u.Imc.-mu

t

contain

-m.-

doll-

an answer.

Boston. .Jan. 1. i—i vr
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V VU

LEWIS’

PARKER & CO.
Savings

CARRIAGE MANUFACTURERS

THIS

OflLtibnUUmb,

Coin, Drafts ami Bonds,

Ponder ! !

to

Chicago,

Grand Trunk

First

JOHN

TEA,
COFFEE,
SPICES,

China Tea Comp’y
15

GREATER

INDUCEMENTS

iisimnii:\ ?

ever

am: a i is > g
Will leave llOSTuN for I: I I ! \
and FKIHAS at
o'clock I'. V!

Uclfust, April It,

!

■.

i.ko.
ill!

lSi'.o

i..

Quickest anil Easiest Route In
Through by

ill

|>w

i;i.i.s

w

A.iKM,

Bosi'

Steamer & Railroad

-ST!'.A.Ml

CITY OF

RICHMOND.

to

ltf

End

Burnt—“ 35c,
Bn’t A Gr’d,

Railway?

Bello, 30c; Be&t Java, 35c lb.
40c;
45c
35c
45c
12c, 18c, 25c,;

10 lbs Best Rice,
$1 00 17 lbs. Oat Meal.
$1 00
8
1 00 8
Corn Starch,
Starch,
100
8
1 00 8
Peerless Soap, 1 00
Tapioca,
5
Seedless Raisins,
100
5 1*2“
Layer Raisins,
100
0 1*2
Cask Raisins,
1 00
6 1*2
English Currants,
1 uo
5 Papers Hosford’s Bread Preparation,
1 00
14
Bread Soda,
100

SUGARS,
As

LOW accordingly.

WA fair discount made to country stores, expressmen, stage drivers,and also to tamllles living in the
country, who will do well to club together, save their
money, and get better goods by sending their orders. AII
orders promptly attended to.
Come one! Come all! and see for yourselves.
WRcmember the place,

No. 15 Central
BANGOR,
1

Street,

MAINE.

3mos41

BOUOHT

OUT

DR.

HE

BUKO

I public generally.
inal
Teeth

to

m

or
oi.h

l;u IIMOND,
the p;;«t with,

having

r
wd’
ft*, ,t
and
lp,v
leaving Portland on Motel.*'., April Ivih ,t 1*
; ,k
P. M., or on tin- arrival of tinI ran, from
Fxprc
Poston. Leaving Ih-lla.-t on Moud.tv, u dm
.,
.j,.i
Friday mornings at * o'clock.
Passengers will be ticketed th; -ugb i. p... ,u ltIlj

land

her

regular thrice weekly trips hetu. n
landings on tin i*. uobscot 11i\, and

intermediate stations, arriving r f
.in:...
Men 1
Returning will have Poril.ia.i
\\
<n-k
day und Friday evening, n.‘
'1 In Kiohin *nd i- one of tin- •; .ng
ml ,le-.

■

assengers are assured that m-n
their c ontort and > det

ensure

|..ii«„ will he

t

ak

n

t..

Belfast, April

Boston and Penobscot River
M I'.R< 'HANTS'

IAN 1

1 IHHIITI'M.
TIk-Sti*;«iu.shi|. %\
y
"ill I‘“!IY« Hour’s \\ lull.
Ilu-loll, 1.1 I u 1
(,v»
nmrsilav
:»t
u
taUSSBBSBBkkor
»y
M., tohflilP:1 >tr
Beitust, Sandy Point. Bueksport and Wiuterporl. K
turning will leuvv \V inforpoi t v. rs Mond.iv.m M
\
M., touching at tluuibou -port*. lY»i<rlit t:tk* n -,t r.
soluble rates.
ft. ft. LEW I ft A < <1
4
'•• Vi main Mush
Belfast, Oct. 26.

^g^K

•,

orig-

with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
shape.
Artificial teeth ot the best, quality inserted at reasonable
rates. Hold and Silver Plate taken in exchange. All
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it desired.
<i. 1*. LOMBARD

REFERENCES.
LINCOLN, M. D., Brunswick:

J. 11. LOMBARD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, Mer<1.
Editor
Brunswick
A.
TENNEY,
chant, Brunswick;
telegraph; R. 11. CUNNI Mill AM. M. D.. Wiseasset;
tlTJ
OWEN ST. (’. O’BRIEN M. D.. Bristol.

CAUTION

Sudbury Street,

To Females in Delicate Health.

1JOSTON, MASS.

DOW
Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endicott St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseasMnnufacturer of BILLIARD TABI.KS, with tlio l*iies incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
tent Couibinutioii tttrip C utliion. superior
i
to any now in use, at reduced prices.
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, ami
new
4b#*All orders promptly attended to.
Gmo:;'.*
! otlier menstrual derangements, are all treated on in a

Dlt.

pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who ma> wish
to stay in Boston u tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since lb-15, having confined his whole atten
lion to an office practice for the cure of Private DIsi ases
PUY8I(!IAX AY» OfflLIST.
and Female Complaints, acknowledges nosuperiot in tlie
discovered a new treatment for the Eye and Ear, ; United States.
some of the worst cases of
N. B.—All letters must contain one doll.tr, or they will
whereby he Is
blindness and deafness ever known, without instruments not be answered.
or pain.
Eyes blind for years, and pronounced incuraOffice hours from S A. m. to 9 t\ M.
ble bv the best occulists in this country, have been cured
Boston, July 25, ISOS.
in a few weeks.

eve.

Till'.

Special Notice?
NEW

roilte

Knight has discovered a new treatment for Canthat surpasses all others now in use. It cures without knife, plaster )r pain, and heals without a scar.
Fistula, White Swellings, Erysipelas, Palsy and Fits

cured In hall the time and half the expense of any other
treatment.
CONSUMPTION easily cured when taken in season.
Every kind of humors eradicated from the system.
Dr. Knight invites all alllicted with the above named
diseases to call and consult him before
resorting to any
other treatment. Fifteon days will satisfy any one of the
efficiency of his new medicine. No charge for consulta-

13.

S.

4. If
I

GHI4L.UM,

JP

<Sr,

a

OHNAMKXTAL

i n t

e r

H

GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and PAPER
HANGING executed In the neatest Style, SHIP’S
CABINS
Grained, varnished and polished in the most
Office,
3mos 11
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
price than can be done at any other Shop, If done before
received from St. John.OObbls smoked alewives, the 1st of April or May. Also, CARRIAGE PAINT
and for wale by the bbl and dozen. Liberal discount ING nt the lowest CASH prices.
made to the trade.
a. E. DURHAM.
Hili411» on WaeblHfrlon Hi. Bolfait, Be.
!
Belfast, May 5, i80lJ.
^w4'i‘
Ci»30
S, B, GILLUM.

tion.

JUST

<11 4ftK,
main ftt.

ItfOllliH IMhlst
(

iittom

11''

31

East Canton street, Boston.

Olliir \it.
BBoih<> Scihhiv

33 3314 X*' J\. &g *F

CITY

BONDS,
I

A CKCISION ol the Commissioner <if
Internal
Kevenue, just recei ed, these bonds are not liable
tin-Internal
revenue tax ot I INI’. 1‘Klf CKNT, like
I
railroad bonds, or bonds gi\ en bv town- or t*if it s in aid ot
Ia
railroad, or by way ol a loan oi credit to a railroad
company.
This consideration gives iWMast City bonds A (iKK.AI
Al)VANTA(ilO over the bondsoi town and cities which
Iboni by tar the mo»t
are subject to this tax, and mnk<

BN

to

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
SION

Aubll,

,,

curing

CANCERS ! CANCERS !!

COMPANY.

ll,K "'AI.IMiON I \ IMCI iSS
lull
■!ai§*Siai!«3» pan ,. A ('u!ii|i:niv whiali ],
licet, opera!
in* its lines in Mnssnclniseit and < nn>, 11. ut, aNo j,
Portland to Boston, since tl
last ,,i .M u, |,
Monday, April r.'tli, on the f, i:,)bs, -.i Uiv,-r
I hr
Waldron Kxpress Company u,..I..
m, call „„ i|„.
tor assessments on Its Mock.
It starts n ill, v, rv <U.|I,,
ot Its material |> ,;,1 lor, amt an,| V means to sure, _wfi,n.
carry on its business.
It will make a through rate to New
York, conneclins
at Boston with the New 1 ork ami Boston I xurcss am m
express runniti* between Itmion un.l New York under
the niannki uien! ut .lam.
|- iske, dr. ,,( nK | ,j, t;
road, w it I, S. U. Wnlilrnii, | ■(,, Inrmerlt ayetit ,,l tl.
M ereliant
1 moil express in li. ton, as
Superintend! m
In that city. With lair rail’s ami courteous treatment
the M aid rot! 1.x press exp, ets to in do
p, mam t,t ,|.M
in* place in the State ol Maim ami appeals to . public
tor a slmrc* ot its patronage,

DR. E. KNIGHT,

HAS

EXPRESS

KUtriStOTj*

EYE.

Dr.

men who have Injur\J ed themselves by certain secret habits, which unlit
them for business, pleasure, or the duties oi married
life;
also middle aged and old men, who, from the follies of
youth, or other causes, feel a debility in advance of their
years, before placing themselves under the treatment oi
any one, should first rend The Secret Friend." Married
ladles will learn something ol Importance by perusing
The Secret Friend.” Sent to
any address, In a sealed
envelope, on receipt of 25 cents. Address DH. CHARLES
A, STUART A CO., Boston, Mass.
lyrt't

^"lOSrMIlEWMAI^—Young

106

U3DIMS,

cers

THOMAS WHITE. PROPRIETOR.
April 7, 1869.

ECJE3MH.Y

thi:

Tobacco, Spices,

CALDWELL, Bookseller,

Long Wharf, PORTLAND, ME.

Billiard Tables.

Porto

10c,

Portland will iitui It

JOHN D.

COFFEES.
Raw—Kio, 25c,

in

W. K. HARR I MAN,

Oolong (Black),

Class,

VINO

on

80c, 90c, and Best, $1.00 per lb.
$1.00, $1.10,
1.30
English Breakfast,
1.00, 1.10,
1.20
Japan,
1.60
Young and old Hyson, 1.00, 1.50,

ESS,
his old customers and the
HA will be happyT* toethwait
tilled and restored
their

STL AM Kit ril'Y
rpiJK
A been put
nniip’ote
commence

on

wishing
pack
to their advantage to call
FISHERMEN

TEA.

PUBLIC

AC1KI.

SURGEON DENTIST

ottered before io the consumers oi Bangor and
vicinity. Look at'some of our prices. Then come, or
send and try ub.

Than

Bay

AGENTS

LOMI5AKI),

Central Street,
OB,.MAINE.

Popular

NOTICE

MoNDAS

,,

THE PUBLIC!

POINT WEST,

ERRING

Capt. J. V JOHNSON,
Will leave MKI KAS'l tor Ito.-lo.
and ruUKSD-VV, at
a
lock I', si.

Reflect!!

THIRTY

$20

CAM B 1=1 I U O- 13

GOLD. SILVER.

Read!

Furnishing

Book of tlir

A

v

WE

Deafness,

WANTED

American House)

29 Main St.,

\

family,

BOOKSTORE,

WM. P. SARGENT &IC0.

WANTED, AGENTS,

male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPKOY
ED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind,
braid and embroider in a most superior manner. Price
only $18. Fully warranted for five years. We will pay
$1000 for any machine that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic scum than ours. It makes the
Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch may be cut,
and etiil the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing
it. We pay Agents from $70 to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission from which twice that amount
can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO., Pittsih'ko,
Pa., Boston, Mass., or Sr. Lot is, Mo.
Caaiion.-Do not be imposed upon by other parties
palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under the
same name or otherwise.
Ours is the only genuine and
really practical cheap machine manufactured.

Most

the

at

ilN THESE HARD TIMES England, Ireland and Scotland.
at
for

E YT1Y(.IJ1S1IER. Riant fringe.
Bargain.
Window Wasiiek and Garden Enoink lor
■■I want to say something privately to you,
Send stamp for circulars to
Mr Crawlish!”
N. E, P. PUMP CO., Danvers, Mass.
••I'll tell you what I think oi you. You’re
-it’s nf no consequence, (copiously em- tflA Indispensable to (eery Household1 Perfectly
wonderful!
body buys at first sight! Agentsphasized)—and I’ll have you sent to jail if I making fortunes! Ever)
Illustrated circulars rree! Address
ver hear of you again!”
Apex S. M. Co., 208 Broadway, N. Y.
Panic overtook the lobby at this door.
It
was a scene such
as occurs in Murder Bav
DR. IRISH’S
mm limes, but
hardly under the Capitol.
the
who
harridans
for
some
Among
lobby
considerations at the Capitol is one respectA Delicious, Healthful, Temperance Beverage. Exable looking old matron, who presents herself
supplied lor Fountains. For terms and circular
with two or three young girls, sends in her tract
send to bit. IRISH’S Ottawa Beer and Family Medicine
name, and when the member comes out she Manufacturing Co., No. ’.il Fulton Street, Brooklyn, New
introduces the young ladies, saying; “I live York, or to SOU1HMAYD & CO., l(te Tremont street,
Boston, Mass., General Agents for New England.
at such a number; here is my card,
You
must come and call on these young ladies, my $3000 SALARY. Address U. S. Piano Co., N. Y.
nieces.”
flic member goes, perhaps, to see the inASK
Doctor
or
your
Druggist for
<|l IYIYE—it equals (bitter) (Quinine.
teresting young ladies, compromises himself, SWEET
Is made only by F. STEARNS, Chemist, Detroit.
nut votes for the old lady’s bill. It is needle-- to say that the supposed
young nieces are
Agents YV anted in every city and
town to sell Still eon's Ladies' Elastic 1\apkin
t
parcel of common women the old lady lias Holder.
The most comfortable and reliable article ever
dressed up for the occasion.
Invented. Send One Dollar for sample, which will be
i nave own tom a story mat 1
suppose to returned If not approved, to Du. G. Clinton Stillson,
GOODS
lie true, considering its
authority and the cir- Box 547, Derby, Conn.
cumstantiality of it, concerning a reverend
< atarru, m iiofi la.
A lady who had suffered for years from Deafness,
Senator, who saw an idle fellow here, possessII. L. LORD’S, No. 10, High St.
ed of a handsome wife, weary of his poverty Catarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple remedy. Her
sympathy and gratitude prompts her to send the receipts
and character. The reverend had the husband free
of charge to any one similarly alllieted. Address
goods at
assigned to a Revenue Inspectorship in one of Mrs. M. C. Lkolktt, Hoboken, N.’.l.
__H. M., LORD g.
the far Territories. The husband, after a
YEARS’
Experience in the
time, heard such gossip as he might expect
Treatment of Chronic and Sexual Dis- GREAT REDUCTION OF FARES
from Washington, and lie hastily returned ease*.—Physiological View of Marriage.—The cheap—ONLY—
book ever published—containing nearly 300 pages, and
here, jealousy proving to he greater than de- est
130 Hue plates and engravings of the anatomy of the hupendence. He burst into the lodgings of his man organs in a state of health and disease, with a treatwife, and found the Senator as he expected. ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon the
and body, with the author's plan of treatment—the
From 1‘ortlanil or Danville Junction,
The Senator executed what acrobats would mindrational
and successful mode of cure, as shown by a
only
VIA
call a pas lie utiel out of a second-story win- report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the mar!
and those contemplating marriage who entertain i
dow* was received upon a friendly pile of ma- ried
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of postage
j
nure below, and hud his garments flunc to to
any address on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal
—AND—
him by an extraordinary feat of somebody’s currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. .'II Maiden
Lane, Albany, N. Y. The author may be consulted upon
PROPORTION ABLY LOW PARES
presence of mind. For nearly a week he any of the diseases upon which his books tieat, either
—TO—
kept away from the Senate, while the injured personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part of
husband daily sent in a futile card, and wait- the world.
ALL
ed with a pistol to take summary vengeance.
BLT NOBLE.—Self-help for young
Men,
BEYOXE CHICAGO.
The happening of a tragedy in the lobby of
who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent in
the Senate, perhaps on the Senate floor, was sealed letter envelopes, free of charge. If benefit ted reBAGGAGE IS CHECKED THROUGH !
the postage. Address l’lIILANTUROS, Box I\
Tickets also by lloston and N. Y'. Central, West.
prevented by the Senator sending the man a turn
Philadelpha, Pa.
fresh commission and some present relief.
1 notice a material accession, within a few
AGENTS WANTED FOlt T1IE
S.
weeks, < if coarse women at the capitol, though
A front for BELFAST.
there are fewer, probably, than celebrated
May 0,1S<».
3w43
the last year of the war. As a general rule,
it is a had practice for a Senator or member
Freedom Notice.
to <juit his seat at the
reception of a card from
notice is hereby given that I have, for a valuBy Samuel Bowuts, entitled
the lobbies.
Some of the better Senators
abe consideration, sola to
my minor son, Joskph
K. Elms, his time until he shall be of legal
make their stand for their
OUR NEW WEST.
age, with
purity and dignity
the right to transact all business In his own name, and
an inviolable rule.
They will receivea letter, Over 500 pages, profusely illustrated with splendid en- the exclusive right to his earnings and profits of every
but will not entertain the
It contains instructive and exciting descrip- description. And I shall hereafter
suggestion of acall gravings.
pay no debts of his
tions of “Life in the West,'’ with spicy and graphic ac- contracting.
JOSEPH ELMS.
card.
counts of The Mormons, Indians, Chinese, and full deBelmont, April 10, 1800.
3w43*
Another bad indication that I
notioc, this tails of the Pacific ltailroad, <fv., ijr., ij’c. Highly commended by the entire press ana the most eminent men in
season, is the indecent style of
and
party
Great inducements to good agents.
Freedom Notice.
One
dinner dressing—the wearing of dresses that our land.
agent sold 130 in five days; and we have hundreds of reis hereby given thnt I have relinquished to
expose the entire spine, and are cut nearly as ports of immense sales. Now is the harvest time for
my son Charles M. Dickey, his time during the
agents. There is nothing equal toil. For circuliberally on the other aide. At the receptions, book
lars. testimonials, terms, &c., send to HARTFORD remainder ol his minoritv. I shall claim none of his
nor pay any debts ol ills
one sees numbers of ladies, often of social PUBLISHING CO.,
earnings,
contracting after this
Hartford, Conn.
>l“te.
JAMES M. DICKEY.
rank, exhibiting muscular trunks of enamel,
Attest, Eimihiam Brown,
and at a celebrated dinner party the other
Lincolnville, May 1, 1800.
3w44*
day I stood in a group of which two ladies ™ SELL
TIIE
AIHEHICAS
KAITTENO
were members, whose dresses were cut like
Wanted.
Price $25. The simplest, cheapest and
those of La Tilliert and Madame DuBurry,
knitting Machine ever Invented. Will knit 20,000
to work in the PINE TREE SAl.OON. To
per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents.
one ul the right kind,
recalling the worstdays of Bourbon indeency. itltcbes
good wages and steady emAddress AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE
CO., ployment given.
CEO. COLI.INS, Proprietor.
v
[Correspondence Chicago Tribune.
sogton, Mass,, or St. Louis Mo.
May 18.
3w41

day?”

For sale at

ROOM

the

CELEBRATED

“RED JACKET

THROUGH TICKETS
:

Standard
Wine Bitters

Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.
in the whole history of
Probablyhasnever before
medicine,
anything won so widely and so deeply
upon the conlldence of mankind, as this excellent
remedy for pulmonary complaints. Through a long
tion,

MINUTES,

AGENTS WANTED FOR

WANTED

j

Speer's

men

PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURG,
ALBANY,BUFFALO,
NIAGARA FALLS,
DUNKIRK, SALAMANCA,
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, Ac.

piorea

To thk WoKKiM, Class
I am now prepared to
THE HARLOT AS A POWER IN WASHING- furnish all classes with constant
employment at their
homes the whole of the time,‘or for the spare moments.
TON.
Business newr, light and profitable. Fitly cents to $.r*
There is a social evil reviving about the per evening, is easily earned by persons of either
sex,
(
the boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great
apitol which it is time to rebuke. Long and
Inducements
are olfered those who will devote their whole
of
tiles
cyprians are in the habit of rendez- time to the business; and, that every person who sees
vousing there and parading between the this notice may send me their address and test the busiHouse and Senate, and in the lobbies there- ness themselves, I make the following unparalleled oiler :
To all who are not well satisfied with the business, I will
ot calling out members, making assignations send £1 to
pay tor the trouble of writing me. Full parfor the future, and loans for the past, and so ticulars, directions, &c., scut free. Sample sent bv mail
for lOcts. Address E.
Ai.i.fn, Augusta, Me
completely signalizing the place that it is at
her peril that a good woman walks alone in T)ATE1IT(1.»Minin *V Co., Editors Scientific
_L
American, 117 Park Bow, New York. Twentyi lie Capitol.
three years' experience in obtaining ARERICAiV
A couple of days ago, I saw a crowd in and EEROPEAA
PATENTS.
the ollicc of a Justice of the Peace, and withOpinions no charge. A pamphlet, lo.s pages of law and
was

WILL

tit companion of every fireside—the magazine of every branch of literature—the champion of all
noble industries—the support of the farmer, merchant,
artisan, and the education of the masses. Send for specimen copies. Sold by all news dealeis. Subscription
$.1.00 per annum. Address.
THE WESTERN WOULD CO.,
Cor. Park Place and College Place,
P. O. ISox 4,‘J‘W), New York.
It is

From t he evergreen mountains of life.

in

Street, Room *4, Boston, Hun.
transact any commercial bnsiness for parties
residing at a distance from this market. Every
variety o( goods on sale in this city bought at the lowest
wholesale prices, packed, and sent as ordered, with bill oi
the same, signed by the firm from whom purchased—
thus affording the purchaser of the smallest quantity ot
any kind of goods the benefit of the lowest wholesale
figure, affording the ruinous profits of the retail trade.
We also sell at the highest market price all kinds of
goods, wares and produce, and make immediate cash returns. Send for free circular, and open a general correAddress C. K. RICEO & CO., Box
spondence with us.
,{4!S. Boston, Mass.

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping

series of years, and
among most of the races of
it has risen higher ana higher in them estimans it has become better known.
Its uniform
character and power to cure the various affections
of the lungs and throat, have made it known as a reliable protector against them.
While adapted to
milder forms of disease and to young children, it is
at die same time the most effectual
remedy that can
be given for incipient consumption, and the dangerous affections of the throat and lungs. As a provision against sudden attacks of Croup, u should
be kept on hand in every
and indeed as all
are sometimes subject to colds and
coughs, all
should be provided with tills antidote for them.

Via BOSTON, NEW YORK,

40 Seliool

Aside from its magnificent illustrations, however, its columns will teem weekly with
Fiction, Solid Prose, Charming Poetry and Glowing Romalice.

WEST AND SOUTH.

ACCOMMODATION AGENCY,

foremost of the age.

tomb,

against .Mrs. Lucy Cobb, for inveigling her
husband. This woman Cobb, whom you will
remember as attaining a great deal of notoriety as a pardon broker in 1866, is now a
ubiquitous personage, famous for her physical

TO ALL POINTS

to

oil

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

Me.

BOSTON BUSINESS

illustra-

a

MOUNTAINS OF LIFE-

>\ir

Portland,

literary circles, called

in the

all

t>T4

I'Ik re'™ a land far away ’mill the stars we are told,
When' ihey know not the sorrow of time;
U here the pure rivers wander thro’ valleys of gold,
And life is a treasure sublime;
\\ here the ages of splendor eternally roll—
Where tin- way-weary traveller reaches ins goal
tm the evergreen mountain of life.

MOUSTACHES

“Illuminated Wk>tkrn World” stands forth the

Hm. kneeling at thy feet,
While smiles like summer-light on shaded streams
\ re gleaming from their glad and sinless dreams,
I would my prayer repeat.
Iu that alluring land,
i lie fimm—where, amid green, stately bowers,
'male with proud and crimson-blushing flowers,
I'lea-ure, with smooth, white hand.

appeared

Illuminated Western World.”

book,

1 ask not length of life,

Nor

star has

new

seven, at

night

si'iviK1.

I'lir
l ho

or

A

COOK’S

TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE CORE,

forced to grow in six weeks.
Samples by mail 25 cts. Address L. Gerrish.

A Star in the East!!

DR.

Great Reduction of Fares!

lleto |ibkrtiscimnts.

Ifcbj Jlbbfrtiscmcnts.

f nttrg.

desirable investment in the market.
JSeurly fifty thousand dollar- «>i the-, bonds were sold
before the decision ol tin- Cianmi -ionor was received
and investors will find it lor Un it ad\ untiigc to send in
-urat.ee .• n be given that
immediatrlv. as no
any thing
more than n timitnl .imotiiif will be disposed of tit‘former
rates.
I’lMu, I IIOKN I)| KK,
tllh
City Treasurer.

For Sale.
new

milch cow,

die ear!, and
ONK
kind.

Apply

lo

one express wapon,
tin lv,l
lure, I*, K. Niund inure, -uund and
tfdu
,1, C, 1 tlVl'i Rrlfaat.

